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Kidnapers surrender Cross 
MONTREAL (AP) - French- 
Canadian terrorists surrendered kid- 
naped British envoy James R. Cross to a 
Cuban government delegation yesterday, 
placing the Briton on freedom's doorstep 
after 60 days of captivity. 
Prime Minister Pierre Elliott 
Trudeau said final details were being 
arranged for Cross's release and a safe 
passage flight to Cuba for as many as 
seven accused terrorists. 
Cross, 49, the British trade com- 
missioner in Montreal, was kidnaped 
Oct. S by the Quebec Liberation Front 
(FLQ) who demanded that the govern- 
ment release a score of "political 
prisoners" and pay a $500,000 ransom in 
gold bullion. FLQ terrorists struck again 
five days later, kidnaping Quebec Labor 
Minister Pierre Laporte and strangling 
him Oct. 17. 
The dramatic break for Cross came 
Thursday morning as police surrounded 
the suburban house where he and two of 
his abductors were  waiting. 
Trudeau arranges passage for terrorists 
They were driven in a police convoy to 
a rendezvous with Cuban government 
representatives at the island site of 
Montreal's 1967 world fair. 
Trudeau told the House of Commons 
he had spoken with Cross by telephone 
and that Cross was in the "technical 
hands" of the Cubans. 
Cuba had agreed earlier to a 
Canadian request to provide a haven for 
the kidnapers if they freed the British 
commissioner. 
Cross also spoke by telephone with his 
wife, Barbara, in Switzerland, and with 
Quebec Premier Robert Bourassa. 
Mrs. Cross, who went to Berne to stay 
with friends during the two-month or- 
deal, said : "It's wonderful that he's out 
for Christmas." 
Bourassa said Cross was in "excellent 
shape and excellent spirits" and added: 
"He told me it's the first time he has seen 
the sun in eight weeks." 
The terrorists who were with Cross 
were identified as Marc Carbonneau, 37, 
a cab driver, and Jacques Lanctot, 25. 
Carbonneau had been sought for both 
the Cross and Laporte abductions. 
Lanctot was wanted in an alleged plot to 
kidnap the Israeli trade commissioner in 
Montreal last March. 
Trudeau said negotiations for the safe 
passage to Cuba of the "alleged kid- 
napers" was proceeding and involved a 
lW.,t».o by Ctrl J. SfcaM, Jr. 
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maximum of seven persons - three men 
found with Cross, the wife and child of 
one of the men and two other persons 
having "immediate links" with the Cross 
case. 
Trurudeau and Quebec provincial 
officials gave this account of Cross' 
release to the Cubans: 
Police and soldiers with bayonet- 
tipped rifles surrounded late Wednesday 
a modest three-story house In Montreal 
North after receiving a "series of in- 
formations." 
A pipe containing a message agreeing 
to negotiate was thrown from an upper 
window. 
Building in the area were evacuated 
and police cut off electricity. 
Thursday morning, two lawyers, 
Bernard Mergler and Robert Demers, 
were permitted through the cordon. 
Mergler had been the attorney for the 
FLQ members in previous cases; 
Demers represented the government in 
earlier fruitless negotiations with the 
front. 
Then Cross, Carbonneau, Lanctot and 
the attorneys emerged. 
Cross looked straight ahead, "but 
Carbonneau had a big grin," a police 
sergeant said, and wanted to use his own 
car - a 1962 Chrysler. 
They climbed into the car and sped 
toward the Expo 67 site, escorted by 50 to 
60 police motorcyclists and with in- 
tersections blocked off ahead. 
Rlcardo  Escartin,  acting   Cuban 
consul-general in Montreal, was waiting 
at  the  Canadian   Pavilion   when  the 
convoy arrived from the hideout seven 
miles away. 
Justice Minister John Turner said In 
Ottawa he was "relatively certain" that 
the terrorists had not been associated 
with the kidnaping and murder of 
I-aporte. 
He added that those accepting safe 
passage to Cuba in return for Cross "are 
exiles for life" from Canada. 
Senate cuts funds 
for SST   program 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate 
voted decisively Thursday to ground 
further federal subsidies for the 
supersonic transport, a plane President 
Nixon has personally sponsored. 
The defections of several Republicans 
clinched the 52 to 41 adoption of an 
amendment, slicing a $290 million SST 
subsidy fund from the Transportation 
Department's appropriation bill. 
The amendment was sponsored by 
Sen. William Proxmlre, (D-Wis.), who 
was able to muster only 22 votes for a 
similar amendment last year. 
The big difference this year was 
concern for the environment, a new issue 
In which the embattled SST has become a 
major symbol of potential global 
pollution. 
As Proxmire scored a personal vic- 
tory, Washington state's two Democratic 
senators. Warren G. Magnuson and 
Henry M. Jackson, shared the defeat 
with Nixon. Their state is the home of the 
Boeing Aircraft Co., prime contractor for 
SST development. 
Jackson declared the Senate had 
"turned its back on 30,000 working men 
and women currently engaged in this 
program, and 150,000 who eventually 
would have been engaged." 
Magnuson termed the vote "a real 
blow at  the  future  of  American  air 
superiority in the next generation." 
Both men, aided by such senators as 
Barry Goldwater, (R-Ariz.), argued in 
vain that an American SST is needed if 
the nation is to retain its supremacy in 
technology and in the aircraft markets of 
the world. 
From the beginning, there has been 
argument over whether the 300- 
passenger, 1,800 mlle-an-hour plane 
would become a boondoggle or a boon. 
American government participation 
in the development of the superplane was 
first suggested in the administration of 
President John F. Kennedy, eight years 
ago. 
The arguments for federal aid to the 
project were almost identical to those 
current now: U.S. prestige, the necessity 
to retain a lion'sshareof the world air- 
craft market, the need to bolster the 
economy and keep the ball of American 
technological genius rolling. 
And always over the horizon was the 
argument that the Soviet Union and a 
French-British team were years ahead 
and would Inevitably send a fleet of 
European SST's aloft to break the 
American hold on the aircraft markets. 
Meanwhile the Nixon administration, 
in a late-hour bid for liberal Senate 
support, proposed Thursday that all Jobs 
under its stalled welfare reform plan pay 
at least $1.20 an hour. 
The package of compromises offered 
by Secretary of Welfare Elliot L. 
Richardson pleased - but did not com- 
pletely satisfy - liberal senators who 
favor an income-guarantee system but 
one with fewer restrictions and more 
benefits than the administration's family 
assistance proposal. 
Furthermore, the compromise offer 
may be too late. The Senate Finance 
Committee failed again Thursday to 
complete action on a Social Security bill 
for floor debate and probably will not 
until next week - the original target date 
for congressional adjournment. 
The administration, which has twice 
lost on welfare in the Finance Com- 
mittee, hopes on the Senate floor to at- 
tach family assistance to the Social 
Security bill already laden with import- 
restricting amendments. 
If a threatened filibuster against the 
trade restrictions occurs, said Sen. 
Abraham A. Ribicoff, (D-Conn.), "the 
whole thing will go down the drain," 
including family assistance. 
Richardson, speaking for the ad- 
ministration at a meeting of Common 
Cause - a new public interest lobbying 
group - accepted seven welfare amend- 
ments proposed by Ribicoff to win liberal 
support for family assistance. 
GAS committee seeks 
to redirect priorities 
By Damon Beck 
Staff Reporter 
A new Group Action for Students 
(GAS) committee has been established In 
an attempt to "redirect people's 
priorities and to place proper emphasis 
on the reverence of life." 
The first undertaking for the com- 
mittee is an attempt to persuade people 
to redirect funds that would have been 
given   to  the   Marshall   University 
Anti-plant groups lose lawyer 
Environmental groups protesting the 
construction of the Devis-Besse Nuclear 
Power Plant near Oak Harbor have lost 
their lawyer - and with him perhaps 
their last chance to block licensing of the 
plant. 
The Coalition for Safe Nuclear Power, 
to which LIFE, CAVE and many 
Cleveland environmental concerns 
belong, has been preparing briefs for the 
Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), on 
the ecological dangers of the nuclear 
plant. 
Vicki Evans, co-chairman of LIFE, 
said the coalition had enlisted th»   id of 
Ray Marvin, from the Baker, Hosteller 
and Patterson legal firm in Cleveland, 
and had spent the summer preparing 
their case. 
Before the AEC preliminary hearing 
on Nov. 23, however, Miss Evans said 
Marvin "faded into the woodwork and 
left us high and dry when we needed him 
most." 
At that hearing the coalition sought 
"Intervention right," which would have 
allowed them the opportunity to present 
opposition in the Dec. 8 final hearing. 
But without adequate representation 
the group had their brief "torn apart," 
Miss Evans said. 
She charged that Marvin had been 
subjected to pressures from industry and 
the law firm Itself to drop the case. 
"The firm told us In July that they 
could handle our case without any con- 
flicta of interest," she explained. "But 
then after working with us on this Marvin 
suddenly backed down. 
She said the group Is now "Just 
grasping for straws."They havewitnesses 
lined up, funds raised and documents 
prepared, but no lawyer to represent 
them. 
A number of law students at the 
University of Toledo and other Cleveland 
lawyers are being sought by the coalition 
in a last ditch effort to slavage their 
work. 
If a lawyer can be hired in time, she 
said the group still has a chance. The 
AEC has delayed the decision on g-a.n- 
ting the coalition intervention rights until 
the Dec. 8 meeting, at which time the 
hearing for the license will begin. 
But even If a lawyer is retained and 
the right to oppose is given, Miss Evans 
claimed the group will have tobegranted 
postponement of the hearings so their 
new lawyer can organize the case. 
Memorial Fund toward helping the storm 
victims in East Pakistan. 
The Marshall Fund was established 
after an airplane crash Nov. 13 took the 
lives of 75 persons Including most of the 
school's football team. The storm which 
hit East Pakistan killed over 100,000 
people and left more than • 1,000,000 
homeless. 
The committee, which has taken the 
name GAS Committee for Proper Per- 
spective on Life, has a basic contention 
that helping living people who need help 
is more important than building 
monuments to the dead, according to 
Dick Plaskett, committee member. 
A University foundation has been 
collecting money the past week 
designated for the Marshall Fund while a 
fund for the storm victims was ter- 
minated on Nov. 24. 
"We are not saying that the Marshall 
plane crash was not a tragedy. It was 
very much a tragedy," Plaskett said. 
"We question the priority of a memorial 
for ill-defined purposes over that of a 
situation of dire human need." 
He pointed out that Bowling Green's 
money would not really make a dif- 
ference at Marshall, but will In Pakistan 
where people are starving and a small 
amount of money could feed many 
people. 
More than $350 has been collected by 
the University community to be added to 
the Marshall Fund and further drives are 
ander way to give people here a chance to 
contribute to the fund. A special 
collection will be taken at tomorrow 
night's basketball game against the 
University of Dayton. 
Plaskett said that although the 
committee would like to obtain this 
money for the Pakistan cause it would be 
legally impossible because the people 
who have already given meant their 
money to go to Marshall. 
A presentation before the University 
Marshall Memorial Foundation will be 
made, Plaskett said, to appeal for 
redirection of the funds or for a com- 
promise to split the basketball collection 
and future activities. 
"We will research the problem over 
break and begin a concentrated effort to 
beginning second quarter," Jerry Fouke, 
committee member said. 
Proposed activities for second quarter 
include an information campaign with 
speakers, a position paper and contacts 
with organizations as well as individual 
students, faculty and administrators. 
The committee also plans to in- 
vestigate other ideas for fund-raising 
activities to aid the storm victims and 
are open for suggestions from the student 
body, Fouke said. 
Any student who would like to Join the 
committee is asked to call 2-2951 for 
additional information. 
%.-. «•*» 
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degree dilemma 
AAass education In the United States has the reputation 
of being the most modern and advanced In comparison to 
the other ma|or countries In the world. 
Despite America's lead In the progress of education, It 
takes 22 years from the first grade to earn a Ph.D while 60 
per cent of collegians quit school before they even get a 
degree. 
The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education has 
proposed drastic changes In the traditional education 
system that Is accomodatlng more and more students who 
are enjoying It less and less. It deserves close scrutiny. 
The commission's changes Include a sharp reduction in 
the amount of specialized degrees where Ph.D's would be 
restricted to a few researchers. This proposal is a 
welcomed answer to the traditional emphasis placed on a 
string of letters after ones name that is supposed to 
designate expertise In a respective field. A decrease in the 
importance of degrees in our credential-conscious society 
will alleviate the pressures encountered during the quest 
for that infamous Ph.D. 
Another common pressure felt by graduating high 
school students Is the emphasis placed upon students to go 
to college immediately after graduation. The commission 
suggests that youths work at jobs or community service 
before entering college. 
Society's demand on youth to enter college produces a 
frustrated freshman who may have no desire to continue 
his education and thus wanders aimlessly searching for his 
niche only to find his four years swiftly floating by. 
The Carnegie Commission's proposals deserves a 
concerned exploration by our country's leading educators. 
We only have one way to go . . and that is ahead in our 
educational system. 
city parking 
Parking isn't just an on-campus problem in Bowling 
Green. 
For weeks, students who live off-campus, particularly 
apartment-dwellers, have faced an absolutely unreal 
situation when it comes time to park the wheels for the 
night. 
Overcrowded conditions exist in almost every large 
apartment complex in the city, and other city residents for 
lack of space, and In frustration, have scattered their 
autos along many of the town's unbelievably narrow 
roads. 
We wonder where all this is going to end. 
Several times this year, to our amazement, we have 
watched as city streets are extended, tearing through 
former parking spaces, leaving in their wake-a beautifully- 
enough paved street, but a nightmare of a parking 
problem. 
Witness the University Courts parking hassle for just 
one. 
Some landlords apparently feel they can beat the 
problem by limiting their tenants to one car per apart- 
ment. Other landlords caution their tenants that they don't 
provide parking spaces at all, and can't even offer any 
good guesses on where they might park overnight to avoid 
ticketing or towing by the local Establishment-types. 
Wouldn't it be possible for at least one side of every 
major street existing in the city now to be used for over- 
night parking? Could you still squeeze a fire truck by. If 
needed? 
Student drivers don't like to cruise down so many 
streets greeted by those familar words "No Parking Any 
Time." 
Well, then, now's the time to determine where students 
"can" park. A lot of them really need those wheels, here, 
you know? 
opinion 
student vs. faculty lots 
By Brian Steffens 
Staff Columnist 
The University parking services 
department appears to be in need of 
reorganization and of a revamping of 
policy; specifically, they need to hire a 
traffic control manager or a public 
relations director. 
In hopes of facilitating campus 
motorists, the parking services com- 
mittee revamped the assignments of 
faculty and commuter parking lots at the 
end of the 1969-70 school year. Lot J, next 
to McDonald West, formerly a commuter 
parking lot, was changed to an all faculty 
parking lot. Commuters were moved 
further down N. College Dr., behind the 
cemetery and behind the Health Center. 
However, parking services made a 
mistake or the faculty was not informed 
of the changes. The faculty lots are not 
being used efficiently while students are 
forced to walk an extra quarter mile to 
classes. 
A survey conducted by students 
revealed that faculty lot A behind Hanna 
Hall is overparked by 8:30 a.m. every 
weekday morning (i.e.) cars are parked 
over striped no parking areas, up over 
curbs, and along the fire lane. Lots G, K 
and F are filled to capacity by 8:30 a.m. 
those same days. However, Lot E, op- 
posite the Administration Building does 
not fill up until 10 a.m. Lot N next to the 
Student Services Building does not fill up 
until 10 a.m., either. 
But the worst offense of all Is that Lot 
J, the lot taken away from commuters, 
has up to fifty empty parking spaces 
throughout the entire day. There is 
hardly a time during the week when 
there is not at least thirty empty spaces 
in Lot J. 
This is not to say that parking services 
is trying to put one over on students Just 
so the faculty is satisfied. Parking 
services is very fair in dealing with in- 
dividual student exceptions due to the 
individual circumstances and special 
needs. 
However, parking services should 
hire a traffic control manager to ef- 
fectively and evenly distribute faculty 
and student parking so that I/>t A is not 
let's hear from yoit 
The BG News welcomes all 
letters to the editor and opinion 
columns. Letters may com- 
ment on any other letter, 
column or editorial. We ask, 
however, that guest columns not 
be written in direct response to 
any other published editorial 
item. 
Letters should be a 
maximum of 300 words, 
typewritten. We ask that 
columns be no more than four 
typed pages triple-spaced. 
The News maintains the 
right to edit all submissions that 
exceed these limits, with 
respect to the laws of libel and 
proper taste. 
Letters and columns should 
include the author's address 
and phone number, and may be 
mailed to the Editor, co BG 
News, 108 University Hall. 
rour man hoppe- 
jud joad's soul is saved 
By Arthur Hoppe 
National Columnist 
Word that President Nixon's welfare reform bill has been 
deathly ill in the Senate was slow in reaching Appalachia 
Corners. 
That veteran poverty fighter, Jud Joad, who's been fighting 
poverty man and boy for nigh on to 60 years, heard it down at 
the feed store from Owly Peterman, who keeps up on such 
things. 
After buying a penny licorice for his wife, Maude, Jud 
headed slowly back up the muddy road to break the news to 
her. 
"Don't look like you'll be getting them gingham curtains 
soon, Maude." he said, scraping his boots on the ramshackle 
steps. 
"More bad tidings, Jud?" 
"I reckon. You know how the President finally figured out 
what us poor folks need to lick poverty?" 
"You told me, Jud. Money. Of ail the ideas our Presidents 
have thought up over the years to help us out, I still think that's 
the soundest. Don't tell me he's changed his mind about giving 
us some." 
"Oh he still wants to. But a lot of Senators don't want to let 
htm." 
"How come they're mad at us, Jud?" 
"They ain't mad at us, Maude. They're doing it for our own 
good." 
"Set you down a spell in the rocker by me, Jud, and explain 
an about it." 
"Well, it's like this. The Senators figure if'n the President 
gives us money, I won't want to go out and work." 
"But. Jud, honey, you ain't worked since back last spring." 
' "Now hold on, Maude, lain'tworked 'cause I been righting 
inflation. Like I told you when Old Man Morgan laid me off. 
Them economist fellows up in Washington figure we got to 
have more unemployment to lick inflation. See, if'n I'd gone on 
working, I'd of bought you them gingham curtains you're 
always wanting and the price of gingham curtains would go 
sky-high to where we couldn't afford them." 
"But I'd of had my gingham curtains." 
"We got to think of others less fortunate. By not working, 
I'm keeping the price of gingham curtains down to where we 
could afford them, if'n we had any money." 
"Whoa up there, Jud. If'n the Government don't want you 
to work so's you'll fight inflation, how come the Senators are 
worried you won't work?" 
Jud frowned. "I reckon it's my immortal soul they're 
worried about. Ifn they give me money, I wouldn't keep on 
looking for a Job I cant And no how. I'd destroy my get up and 
go." 
"Well, I don't know, Jud. Ifn you had a Job, we wouldn't be 
needing the money. And ifn we had the money, you wouldn't 
be needing a Job. Seems like they're just aiming to keep us 
needy." 
"That ain't so Maude! You womenfolk don't understand 
these things." 
"They wont give you the money 'cause you wouldnt get a 
Job you cant get and they dont want you to have nohow which, 
ifn you got, would mean you wouldnt need the money in the 
first place. It dont make sense to me." 
"Look at It this way, Maude. The economists is worried 
about the prices we can't afford, the President's worried about 
the money we ain't got, and the Senate's worried about our 
spiritual salvation." 
He reached across and squeezed her arm "Nowdontyou 
feel a sight better knowing everybody out there in Washington's 
deep down concerned about our welfare?" 
"If I had my druthers," said Maude, rocking slowly, her 
hands folded In her lap, "I'd druther have a set of gingham 
curtate." 
overcrowded when Lot J Is almost half 
empty. Or, If Lot J is not to be fully 
utilized by the faculty, parking services 
should return it to the commuters, or at 
least give the commuters the unused 
portion of the lot. 
Yet, if parking services still feel they 
have properly allocated the available 
parking space fairly to faculty and 
commuters, they should hire a public 
relation man to compile a brochure to 
mail to the faculty informing them that 
they can park in Lot J. They don't seem 
to know it. It might be a little farther to 
walk to their office than from the over- 
crowded Lot A, but it would help 
eliminate the hazards caused by the 
overcrowding. The lanes in Lot A would 
be clear for traffic and emergency 
vehicles. 
However, if the faculty prefers not to 
park In Lots J, E and N Instead of Lot A, 
perhaps the University should consider 
building a multi-level parking structure 
on the sit of Lot A. 
Since a good many of BGSU students 
are commuters, one would think parking 
Services could work out a more equitable 
solution for the parking allotment 
granted to faculty and commuters. It 
would serve the university community 
well If the parking services committee 
contained more voting commuter 
members and revamped their allocation 
of assigned lots again this year, keeping 
in mind the students' needs as well as 
faculty appeasement this time. 
Wouldn't it be a shame, though, if 
parking services was not the bad guy in 
this case, but if it were a lazy self in- 
terested faculty weilding its power for its 
own convenience at the commuters' 
expense. Placing the blame on the 
faculty would take all the fun.out of 
complaining. It always feels better to 
hassle the establishment. 
news Leners 
population services' ad 
I could not believe how low the BG 
News would go for finances! I am 
referring to the ad printed December 1, 
for the Population Services with the eye 
catching line-"What will you get her this 
Chrlstmas-PREGNANT??" We dont 
need any such ads in a school paper that 
is supposed to be concerned with current 
and school news topics. 
Nor do those who want sex have to be 
submitted to "imported" gimmicks or 
"gift samplers" that are "in keeping 
with the season." The BG News has no 
right to encourage promiscuous sex, and 
cigarettes off campus 
To Mr. Katz: 
We in no way wanted to start a verbal 
feud but we feel that your letter must 
have an answer. 
Mr. Katz, you can keep right on 
smoking and so can the rest of the old 
puffers, if they can make it across the 
street, off campus, to a store generally 
supplied with cigarettes. No one is 
telling you that you can't do that! 
It seems to be the problem with 
everything but people don't care about 
what happens to other people. We feel 
we've got to do something to help and in 
our little way we will. 
You can call that crap if you want to, 
but I assure you it is not. We don't want 
students alone 
can't stop war 
In reply to the letter of Mr. Vehar I 
would say the lies concerning YAF and 
how they kept the peace at BG are 
nothing compared to the kind of thing 
they say about campuses that DID close 
down. I would ask what kind of reaction 
there was to the closing of other 
universities. The answer, it seems to me, 
was a loud silence broken only by 
raucous screechings on the right far 
more recklessly libelous than anything 
they dare say about BG. In getting a 
message across it is at least as important 
not to antagonize the audience as to make 
a clear impression on them. 
The cause of opposition to the war is 
not going to be won without the support of 
the large part of the American people 
who will accept peaceful demonstrations 
but not the closing of universities. 
I have talked to people in Bowling 
Green and Cincinnati and I can say with 
confidence that the methods at BG 
produced a far more favorable reaction. 
If Mr. Vehar thinks the students alone 
can stop the war he will not get any 
flowers from me when he gets shot. 
John Leland 
136 Clay 
to violate your rights!    But don't you 
agree we've got to start somewhere? 
Why go along and let kids hurt them- 
selves when it is unnecessary? 
If we can keep cigarette sales off 
campus, we think it will really help. 
So far they have found dentists for 
bubble gum, and cars seem to be a 
necessity, although they do have speed 
limits to help prevent accidents. So Mr. 
Katz, if you need a cigarette, you'll find 
one. It might be a little inconvenient 
though. 
We hope serious, heavy smokers can 
stop one day, because so far, Mr. Katz, 
they haven't found a cure for cancer. 
Beth and Jim Gagnet 
309 S. High Street. 
sex does not need your encouragement in 
ads, aids, or articles. And those who wait 
for sex should not be subjected to ridicule 
by such advertising in our own student 
newspaper! 
Sexual problems of all kinds exist on 
this campus and will continue to exist 
because students obtain solutions that 
are poor, wrong, (or worse) no solutions 
at all. There are counseling services 
(How about more articles here?) 
available to the student that offer more 
durable solutions than seven kinds of 
condoms. Please use more discretion. 
Our paper should serve the students as 
best as it can, and I am using my "in- 
dependent student voice" to tell you that 
such ads are not in the students' best 
interest. 
Suzanne Chesney 
310 McDonald North 
(Editor's note: Please see page 97 of this 
week's issue of Time Magazine for an 
article concerning that particular ad- 
vertiser. The motives af the group may 
surprise you. By the way, ad- 
vertisements in no way reflect the 
editorial opinion of this newspaper.) 
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Revise recruiting methods, says Scott 
BG seeks black instructors 
Ask a college admisistrator 
what it's like to find a black 
man for his faculty, and bell 
tell you it's like looking for a 
needle in a haystack. 
Statistics snow there are a 
total of 2,280 blacks holding 
doctoral degrees-less than 
one per cent of the total 
earned doctoral degrees in the 
United States. While the 
number of qualified black 
faculty is growing, it is not 
keeping pace with the demand 
for them in colleges and 
universities across the 
country. 
John Scott, instructor in 
speech and playwright-in- 
residence at Bowling Green, 
spent the summer looking for 
black faculty for the 
University, and he came up 
with some ideas that may 
make the search a more 
successful one in the future. 
"The methods used by our 
department chairmen haven't 
worked in the past, and they 
aren't going to work in the 
future," Scott explained. 
"You just can't use the same 
methods to get black faculty 
as you do to get white 
faculty." 
Scott was one of only two 
black faculty members at the 
University last spring. 
"Quite frankly, I was 
lonely," he recalled. He said 
he asked the  University  to 
finance a crash program to 
recruit black faculty and 
graduate students during the 
summer. Aiding him was 
Franklyn Jackson, director of 
the University's student 
development program, and 
two black graduate students. 
Project Search began in 
June with the mailing of 
questionnaires inquiring 
about the availability of black 
faculty in 25 black colleges 
and universities. The cover 
letter was written in black 
language and tone, addressing 
the reader as "brother," and 
asking for help in improving 
the University's intellectual 
and racial climate, Scott 
explained 
"It was not our intent to 
"raid' black college faculties," 
he added. 
Response to the letters and 
questionnaires resulted in 
recruiting visits to ten of the 
colleges by one or more of the 
Project Search staff mem- 
bers. 
"We carried graduate 
applications with us, and 
brought them back completed 
in many cases, which 
eliminated a lot of time and 
paper work,"Scott said. "And 
the fact that our staff was all 
black was impressive to those 
we interviewed." 
Scott credits Project 
Search with recruiting three 
Jury re-indicts 
suspended police 
Re-indictments have been 
returned on two suspended 
city policemen and two 
suspended auxiliary 
patrolmen by the Wood 
County Grand Jury. 
Three were originally 
indicted in September on 
charges of breaking and en- 
Caps and 
gowns 
Caps and gowns for 
the December Com- 
mencement will be 
available beginning 
Monday at 1:30 p.m. in 
the forum of Student 
Services Building. The 
rental deposit is due 
when the regalia is 
picked up. 
Graduation      an- 
nouncements     are  . 
avaliable      at      the 
University Bookstore at 
20 cents each. 
tering, and the fourth on 
charges of concealing stolen 
property. A motion charging 
improper indictment filed by 
the attorney for Patrolman 
Thomas Woodbury 
necessitated the re- 
indictments. 
Judge Floyd A. Coller, in 
granting the motion, ruled 
that the original indictments 
failed to indicate that the 
establishments Woodbury was 
charged with breaking into 
were in fact buildings. 
Woodbury has been re- 
indicted for three counts of 
breaking and entering. 
His brother, Ronnie 
Woodbury, was indicted on 
two-count indictments for 
concealing   stolen   property. 
Former Auxiliary 
Patrolman James Falls was 
indicted on two counts of 
breaking and entering. 
Auxiliary Patrolman 
H oward Lashaway was in- 
dicted on one count of 
breaking and entering. 
of the University's four new 
black faculty members and IS 
new black graduate students. 
"We were not authorized to 
hire black faculty, or to admit 
graduate students to the 
University, but we feel these 
new people came to the 
University as a direct result of 
our interviews with them," 
Scott continued. 
When Project Search was 
concluded, a report of the 
activities of the staff and the 
result were forwarded to Dr. 
Stanley Coffman, vice 
president of academic affairs. 
In the report, Scott and his 
staff recommended personal 
recruiting efforts by 
University representatives as 
the best method of finding and 
hiring black faculty. 
"Whether or not we can 
hire a full-time person to 
coordinate the recruiting of 
black people will depend on 
how much Columbus gives 
us," Dr. Coffman said. 
For Scott, the question of 
getting a full-time black 
faculty recruiter is crucial. 
"If we don't get one, our 
attempts to recruit black- 
faculty will flounder, and if we 
flounder,  we  will  not  even 
keep the black faculty and 
graduate students that we 
have," he said. 
The need for black faculty 
at Bowling Green has been 
intensified by the University's 
recent efforts to recruit more 
black undergraduate 
students. 
"Black faculty are needed 
to function as counselors, 
confidants, friends and models 
for our black students," Scott 
said. "There are some 
problems that do not cross 
ethnic-racial borders, and 
times when black students 
need to talk to black adults." 
says colleges 
in state of financial crisis 
NEW YORK (AP) - 
American colleges and 
universities, torn between 
racing costs and Jogging in- 
comes, face financial 
problems "serious enough to 
be called a depression," the 
Carnegie Commission on 
Higher Education said 
yesterday. 
Putting a national focus on 
a situation that worries many 
educators more than student 
rebellion, a commission 
report gave this estimate 
derived from a weighted 
sample of 41 closely-studied 
institutions: 
Some 450 colleges and 
universities, enrolling 21 
per cent of America's student 
population, are in such 
financial difficulty that they 
have had to curtail important 
services. Another 1,000 with 
56 per cent of students, are 
headed for such troubles in the 
near future. 
The report, compiled by 
Earl F. Cheit, former vice 
chancellor of the University of 
California at Berkeley named 
some of the country's 
wealthiest and most 
prestigious institutions from 
its test sample-including 
Stanford and Harvard 
Universities, Berkeley and the 
Universities of Chicago, 
Michigan, Minnesota . 
Missouri and Oregon. 
It said the situation was 
last becoming worse as cost 
increases continue to outpace 
income increases. 
Releasing the report at a 
news conference, the com- 
mission chairman, Clark 
Kerr, said he did not 'foresee 
any of the major institutions in 
the United States closing their 
doors." But Cheit said that 
"several of them will have to 
change profoundly unless 
solutionsaro found," and more 
governmental aid will be a 
necessity. 
Ciieit said the most op- 
timistic administrators see 
the crisis lasting into the 
middle 1970s. 
Trouble was more likely 
for private institutions than 
public, urban than rural 
schools, universities than 
liberal arts colleges, the 
report said. Northern schools 
were said to be in generally 
worse shape than those of 
other regions. 
The term "in financial 
difficulty" does not reflect on 
a school's academic worth, 
the report said, and might 
indicate that the school is 
doing more than others to 
bring income and ex- 
penditures into line. 
Some public institutions, 
prohibited by law from going 
into the red might have 
balanced budgets but be 
suffering a quality deficit, the 
Cheit report said. 
A study of 555 private in- 
stitutions being completed by 
the Association of American 
Colleges, is expected to find as 
many as one-fourth of them 
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AN ADVOCATE FOR more black faculty members at the Univer- 
sity, John Scott, instructor in speech, is working lor better methods 
of recruiting black instructors. 
Draft reclass date extended 
The Selective Service 
System has initiated a new 
deferment policy for men who 
don' i mind taking a little risk. 
In order to permit more 
men to take advantage of the 
year-end policy announced 
last month, the system's 
national headquarters has 
extended the deadline for 
requests to be reclassified I-A 
to December 31. 
Previously, applications 
had to be in the possession of 
local draft board personnel 
prior to the board's December 
meeting. 
According to Dr. Curtis W. 
Tarr, national director of 
Selective Service, the old 
policy did not give all men an 
equal amount of time to 
request reclassification since 
various boards had scheduled 
meetings for different dates of 
the month. 
Men with high lottery 
numbers have been urged to 
take advantage of the year- 
end policy. Because local 
draft boards have been or- 
dered to draft no men with a 
lottery number higher than 
195, the lucky men with a 
higher number run little risk 
of being drafted if they drop 
special deferments. 
By dropping his deferment, 
a man will be moved to a 
lower draft priority group on 
Jan. 1, 1971 along with other 
members  of   the   1970  first 
priority group with unreached 
numbers. 
Men eligible to take ad- 
vantage of the policy are those 
holding deferments for high 
schools and college, oc- 
cupation, agriculture, 
paternity and hardship. Men 
classified I-Y-unacceptable 
for military service except in 
a national emergency-may 





Bayer & Associates 
The Bostwick-Braun Co. 
Central Foundry Div. General 
Motors Corp. 
Connecticut  Mutual  Life  In- 
surance Co. 
Dana Corp. 
Dun & Bradstreet, Inc. 
Ernst & Ernst 
First National Bank of Toledo 
Ford Motor Co. 
General Mills, Inc. 
Internal Revenue Service 
Johns-Manville  Fiber  Glass, 
Inc. 
The Kroger Co. 
Lasa lie's 
The Lathrop Co. 
Libbey-Owens-Ford Co. 
United Central Services, Social 
Work Division 
The Lion Store 
The National Cash Register Co. 
Ohio Bell Telephone Co. 
The Ohio Citizens Trust Co. 
Owens-Corning     Fiberglas 
Corp. 
Owens-Illinois, Inc. 
The Prestolite Co. Div. of the 
Eltra Corp. 
Proctor & Gamble Co. 
Sun Oil Co. 
Teledyne CAE 
The Toledo Edison Co. 
Toledo Scales & Systems- 
Haughton Elevator Co., Divisions 
of Reliance Electric Co. 
The Toledo Trust Co. 
The Travelers Insurance Co. 
Arthur Young k Co. 
Major Toledo Area Firms 
Offer Career Interviews 
Graduating this year, or next? Live in Lucas, Wood, Ot- 
tawa, Monroe, Hancock, Lenawee, Fulton, Williams, 
Defiance, Henry, Putnam, Sandusky, Seneca or Wyandot 
County? Take advantage of the Toledo Area Chamber of 
Commerce's 7th Annual "Operation Native Son" program. 
It's been a successful program for everyone concerned 
during the past 7 years -graduates, parents and em- 
ployers. So successful, in fact, it has been widely copied in 
major cities around the country. 
HOW        DOES IT WORK? 
Representatives of over 33 major firms will interview 
students on December 29 and 30 at the Commodore Perry 
Motor Inn. There is no cost to the student. 
WHO IS ELIGIBLE? 
All four-year students graduating in December 1970 and 
the calendar year 1971, living in Toledo's 14-county trading 
area. College students due to be released during 1971 from 
active military service, or those recently released and not 
yet started in their careers, are also eligible. (Not 
eligible: Former graduates seeking to change jobs, or 
candidates for 1972 or later degrees.) 
STUDENTS: 
FILL  OUT  AND  MAIL 
THIS    COUPON     NOWI 
Do it now while ifs fresh in 
your mind. Coupon may be 
filled out by graduates or 
their parents. (Please 
print or type.) 
I 
I I I 
 I I 
I j 
TOLEDO AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BJ 
CmC 218 Huron Street 
Name Phone . 
Home Addreis  
City and State Zip Code 
University    
Major area of study  
Date of graduation    
Return  to: 
Toledo, Ohio 43604 
BG-1970 S 
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70,000 Indonesians greet Pope Paul 
Crowd bolsters papal spirit 
JAKARTA (AP) - Pope 
Paul VI was cheered by 
thousands of Indonesians in 
Jakarta's Soviet-built Sanajan 
Stadium last night, obviously 
bolstering his spirits following 
a disappointing turnout on his 
arrival earlier In the day. 
The pontiff, who appeared 
tired during a visit with 
President Suharto at the 
Presidential Palace an hour 
earlier, was visibly moved 
and elated as he circled the 
Inner Held of the stadium 
before about 70,000 persons 
who waved and shouted 
greetings. 
In a brief sermon during 
the Mass. the Pope answered 
those who had questioned the 
motives for his 25,000-mile trip 
to Asia and Austrailia. 
"What is the purpose of the 
Journey? Is it pursuing some 
temporal interest? Is it 
looking for fame and 
prestige?" he asked. 
"We are urged on by the 
same driving force as the 
missionaries in the past. We 
are filled with the stme 
conviction as your Catholic 
community today and so we 
believe with all the strength of 
our spirit that mankind has a 
supreme, primary and 
inexplicable need which can 
be satisfied through Jesus 
Christ, the first born among 
men." 
The stadium appearance 
was In contrast to the Pope's 
appearance at        the 
Presidential Palace, where he 
was obviously tired. 
The 73-year-old pontiff 
spent an hour at the palace 
talking with Suharto and his 
top aides and exchanging 
gifts. 
The reception for the 
Pope's arrival at Kemayoran 
Airport was the smallest he 
has yet received on his Asian 
and Austrailian tour. 
An official welcoming 
party headed by President 
Suharto and about 500 
schoolgirls  and  air  force 
cadets were at the airport to 
cheer the 73-year-old pontiff 
as he completed the seven- 
hour flight from Sydney, 
Australia. 
Appearing rested and in 
good health on the sixth stop of 
Ms 25,000-mile trip, the Pope 
thanked Suharto for his 
welcome and praised In- 
donesia as a land known for Its 
religious tolerance. 
Tile pontiff also used the 
occasion to call for world 
peace, saying that if 
politicians would put aside 
their political ambitions 
"there would be permanent 
peace." 
Suharto thanked the Pope 
for coming to Indonesia and 
said he was "greatly honored" 
by the papal visit. Then he 
took him over to meet the 
official welcoming party, 
which Included high-ranking 
Indonesian officials, foreign 
diplomats and leaders of the 
country's 2.2 million Roman 
Catholics. 
Tight security was in effect 
because of the assassination 
attempt on the Pope In Manila 
last week. 
At Jakarta's Dutch-built, 
89-year-old cathedral the 
pontiff met with 700 priests 
and nuns from the sprawling 
island nation. 
He said in a brief sermon 
read in English: "We would 
not have satisfied our desire of 
meeting the great people of 
Asia if we had not Included 
this stop at Jakarta." 
Welcoming the Pope, the 
Independent newspaper, 
Pedoman, played down 
religious, tensions between 
Catholics and Moslems in 
Indonesia, saying such fric- 
tions had been only minor. In 
the past two years, Moslem 
fanatics have burned Catholic 
and other Christian schools 
and churches in Jakarta and 
other areas. 
The influential Moslem 
dally Harian Abadl welcomed 
the papal visit but with a 
warning that Catholic policies 
in Indonesia should be carried 
out "naturally" and not In the 
way In which "Vatican 
policies are seemingly 
identical with greedy ex- 
pansionism as reflected by 
Western imperialism in 
developing countries." 
The Pope flies to Hong 
Kong today where he will 
celebrate Mass and probably 
make a major speech ad- 
dressed to Chinese 
everywhere. Then he flies 
back to Rome, stopping en 
route for two hours In Ceylon. 
SHELLACKING A DECOUPAGE print is a new experience for this 
little girl at the Wood Lane School for Retarded Children in Bowling 
Green. University education majors offered the course in basic tool 
skills as part of a course requirement, and the children made 
plaques for Christmas. 
BG students teach 
retarded children 
Girl gets award, 
rebuffs President 
WASHINGTON (AP) - A 
19-year-old Wisconsin girl 
honored by President Nixon 
with a medal for public ser- 
vice, told him yesterday she 
questioned his sincerity "until 
you get us out of Vietnam." 
Debra Sweet, one of four 
young people awarded medals 
for bravery and service by 
Nixon at a White House 
ceremony, seized the chance 
to lecture the chief executive. 
As he handed over her 
medal, the unsmiling Miss 
Sweet responded in a soft 
voice that was barely audible 
to newsmen. 
WORLD 
However, she later told 
reporters this is what she said 
to the President: 
"I find It hard to believe in 
your sincerity in giving the 
awards until you get us out of 
Vietnam." 
Nixon replied, "We're 
doing the best we can." 
Miss Sweet helped plan and 
organize a 30-mile march by 
about 3,000 high school 
students who raised some 
$25,000 to buy food processing 
equipment for American 
Indians in Northern Wisconsin 
and irrigation pumps for 
Nicaragua. 
She appeared at the Blue 
Room ceremony in a 
floor-length dress topped by a 
shawl thrown about her 
shoulders. She Is the daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. 
Sweet of Madison. 
By Jerilee Manera 
Five University education 
majors decided to complete a 
course requirement by 
teaching 54 students at Wood 
Lane School for Retarded 
Children, 140 S. Grove St., 
Bowling Green. 
Patrick Murray, Joel 
Wood, Carol Roper, Tara 
Broadway, and Mike Turlnsky 
are classmates in Industrial 
Education 31b (Technology in 
Elementary Education). 
Twice a week for the past 
four weeks, they have been 
exposing the six classes at 
Wood Lane School to the basic 
hand tool skills. Putting into 
practice what they learn, each 
child makes his own stained 
decoupage plaque. 
The University students set 
up a small workshop in the 
classroom. They brought in a 
saw, vice and drill and set up 
separate stations for sawing, 
drilling, sanding, shellacking 
and gluing so that they could 
supervise each child in 
making his own project. 
Each child cut a 4x6 inch 
wood block, sanded the edges 
Winter quorter fees 
Students who pre- 
registered for classes will be 
receiving billings during the 
week of December 7. This 
billing will include both the 
fees for the winter quarter and 
any charges incurred by the 
student prior to this billing. 
This amount is due by 
December 21, 1970. 
Those persons who have 
not registered during the pre- 
registration period will need 
to pay their fees and whatever 
other amount is owed to the 
An exciting new record club serving Ohio college 
communities exclusively, will have a representative 
on campus at: 
Music City, Inc. 
128 N. Main   BG 
Thursday, December 3rd from 10 A.M. to 6 P.M. 
and   Friday, December 4th from 10 A.M. to 10 P.M. 
* FREE record (4.98 value) and catalogue 
with membership 
* No obligation or bothersome cards to return 
* Discount prices on ALL stereo L JVs 
* Campus representatives wanted 
Anyone purchasing an album or tape at 
Music City during these two days will receive 
a FREE record cleaning cloth ($1.25 value) 
Final.   Sp.cn! 





GOOD LUCK ON FINALS 
University as they register. 
If finances are going to be a 
problem, it is suggested that 
the student visit the Student 
Financial Aid Office in the 
Student Services Building, or 
a local bank, as soon as 
possible. 
All are urged to complete 
payment of their account 
balances according to the 
University schedule, to avoid 
late fees and-or possible 
cancellation of registration. If 
the student has any questions 
about his account, he should 
contact the Office of the 
Bursar immediately. 
and sides, drilled a hole one 
inch from the top and 
mahogany stained the wood. 
Since the classes agreed on a 
Christmas theme, a picture 
from a Christmas card was 
centered and glued to the face 
of the decoupage. 
The finished plaque was 
shellacked and a ribbon 
threaded through the hole was 
tied in a square knot. 
The project proved to be 
successful beyond all ex- 
pectations of the team and the 
staff at Wood Lane School. 
The children, excited about 
their finished product, asked 
to have more of this type 
activity. 
But perhaps the best 
reward for the University 
students came as they were 
leaving, when one little boy 
looked up at them and said: 
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CHRISTMAS 
SALE 
Unique Unusuol gifts 
lot family & l.i.nd. 
from J 1.00 - up. 
10% OFF 
oi everything 
li the Store 
Now-Dee 12 
£ Vatan's ^ 
£      Import + Gifts       % 
194 South Main St. St or* Mourn 9-9 Hon.- Sot. 
horns from 
17 Countries 
1JL Gonulno Portion Too tor*o<i during tho salo. hL 
MERRY CHRISTMAS 
$ and *r 
HAPPY NEW YEAR 
$i from j» 
S.B.X. 
to the Students, Faculty t 
Staff of 
Bowling Green State University 
^     Have a safe &   *% 
1    happy holiday !   ^ 
Student Book Exchange 
530 E. Wooster St. 
Fine Gifts For Christmas 
Zippo Love Lighters 
DL 
its «OUTH 
MAIN  ST. 
L JEWELERS 
||   A^M^W/^ 
UNWANTED PREGNANCY 
LET US HELP YOU 
Abortions are now legal in New York. 
There are no residency requirements. 
FOR IMMEDIATE PLACEMENT IN ACCREDITED 
HOSPITALS AND CLINICS AT LOW COST 
Contact 
WOMEN'S PAVILION 
515 Madison Avenue 
New York. N.Y. 10022 
or call any time 
(212) 3714670  or  (212) 371-6650 
AVAILABLE 7 DAYS A WEEK 
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL.  We will make 
all arrangements for you and help you 
with information and counseling. 
Tht BG News   Fridoy, December 4. 1970/Pago 5 
THESE FOUR MUSICIANS comprise 
Bowling Green State University's nationally 
and internationally acclaimed string quarter. 
Ph«« ky R«kw« S. »„.,.. 
They are, from left: cellist Peter Howard, 
violinists Young Nam Kim and Paul 
Makara and violist Bernard Linden. 
STRING QUARTET IN RESIDENCE 
rehearses for a concert. The group has just 
returned from their New York debut at Lin- 
coln   Center,   where 
plimentary reviews. 
they    received    com- 
String quartet wins wide acclaim 
By Terry Cochran 
Staff Reporter 
Right under the collective 
noses of Bowling Green 
residents dwell four nationally 
and internationally acclaimed 
artists. 
The four are musicians and 
work together as the Bowling 
Green String Quartet. 
At the moment, they're 
fresh from a Nov. 23 New York 
debut at Alice Tully Hall, 
Lincoln Center, where they 
received generous ovations 
and complimentary reviews. 
The string quartet, in- 
residence at this University, 
includes violinists Paul 
Makara and Young Nam Kim. 
violist Bernard Linden, and 
cellist Peter Howard. 
All four also teach music 
here. 
According to violinist 
Makara, "One of the major 
problems with most string 
quartets  lies  in. personality 
conflicts among the members. 
We've somehow managed tc 
remain friendly while striving 
at the same time for 
uniqueness and originality as 
individuals." 
Makara said a lot of 
teamwork was necessary to 
get used to the others' musical 
inclinations. 
The ensemble was first 
organized in 1962, and is 
generally considered to be one 
of the nations finest in- 
residence quartets. 
A New York Times review 
by Donal Henahan, Nov. 25, 
called the quartet 
"...astonishingly fine...their 
program showed the ensemble 
to have a buttery tone, almost 
palpable in its sensuous 
beauty, and a rare sensitivity 
to problems of voicing and 
balance...has its own 
character." 
Makara said the quartet 
was very pleased with the 
review, since most musicians 
UAO Presents 
"Th« Nutcracker" • $1.00 
7:00, 8:30, 10:00 — S:d. Bldg. 
"Cool Hoid Loko" 
6:00, R:00, 10:00 — Main Aud. 
"Tho Impossible Yoars" 
6:00, 8:00, 10:00 — Main *ud. 
Let us help you with your 
Christmas Shopping List 
Come Check our 
SALE RACK 
THE COLONY HOUSE 
CASH==CASH 
SBX Pays Top prices 
for your 
used texts 
Bring 'em To 
STUDENT 
BOOK EXCHANGE 
530 E. WOOSTER ST. 
SBX also pays top wholesale prices on 
marketable texts no longer used at B.G. 
$$$$$$$$ 
"More books for your money - 
More money for your books" 
hitting New York for the firsl 
time generally get very pooi 
write-ups. 
The group has been arounc 
though in past years. The> 
toured Europe in 1968 and 
Ijtin America in 1967, and 
participated in the American 
Music Festival in Washington 
last May. 
The quartet practices two 
hours a day, five days a week 
in Makara's studio in the 
Music Building. 
Makara said the grour. 
plays one portion of music 
piece at a time, perfecting 
tuning, tempo and balance as 
f group. 
"We all have been granted 
partial load reductions in our 
teaching capacities," Makara 
continued. "Part of our job is 
considered to be playing 
together as a quartet. It also 
serves as E public relations 
function for the University." 
In picking out ensembles or 
musical compositions for 
concerts, Makara explained 
the quartet considers a 
number of program 
possibilities, and then narrows 
them down by mutual consent. 
He said, "Our final 
decision on concert programs 
depends on our ability to get 
the proper timing and mood 
down in practice. Presently 
we are working on two new 
numbers for our February 
concert here on campus, 
which seem to be coming 
along well." 
Makara gave credit for the 
creation of the in-residence 
quartet to Dr. James Ken- 
nedy, director of the school of 
music. He said Dr. Kennedy 
wanted to start such a group 
here for some time, but had to 
wait till he found musicians 
who could and would play in 
such a group. 
According to Makara, the 
quartet rented out lincoln 
Center a year in advance. He 
said anyone can perform at 
the center if he has the money 
to lay on the line, though the 
performers playing there 
have generally been top rate. 
The quartet practiced the 
entire year prior to their New 
York concert, working on new 
compositions  and  perfecting 
the old. 
Besides various other 
convention appearances and 
professional engagements, the 
quartet has promoted their 
style (a wide variety of time 
periods in classical music) 
through  youth   programs. 
"The youth concerts are 
played in elementary 
schools," explained Makara. 
"We get the audience to play a 
role in the performance by 
promoting dialogue, by get- 
ting the kids to tell us how they 
feel about the music or what it 
brings to mind." 
The quartet has played in 
Bowling Green. Akron, 
Dayton and other cities in 
Ohio for elementary school 
children. They also assisted in 
the making of a special film of 
their youth audience program 
for the United States In- 
formation Agency. 
The ensemble has also 
made several educational 
television tapes. 
Makara said, "When we 
have a concert here on 
campus or nearby it seems 
funny to me that only a hand- 
ful of students, who are 
usually music majors, and 
townspeople show up. In New 
York the same sort of thing 
would cost $2.50 to $4 in Here 
it's free." 
Violinist Nam Kim felt that 
students are ignoring a lot of 
musical expression here, 
including the quartet, because 
they've never been properly 
exposed to it. 
He and Makara explained 
that on their recent trip to 
New York, the quartet also 
performed at Oneonta 
College. They said the crowd 
was overflowing and that 
many students travelled to 
New York City the next day to 
see the  performance again. 
THANK YOU FOR 
PUTTING US ON 
A recent survey on campus shows WAWR 
to be the most listened to station at BGSU 
We appreciate your support of 
The Great Alternative 
 WAWR 93.5 FM 
Second Annual Car Smash 
Front of the Union 
Proceeds go towards Christmas 
Presents for Foster Children 
9:30-4:30 
Monday and Tuesday   of Finals Week 
Car and Towing Service by 
     DeWitt Garage 
APARTMENTS FOR RENT 
Winter - Spring - Summer Quarters 
Walking Distance from Campus 
Completely Furnished 
FOUR (4) PERSON STUDENT APARTMENTS 
NEW BUILDING 
by Piedmont Corp. 
820 Fifth St. 
Call 354-7731 or 352-0785 
The man look this season 
is less formal. Like the easy 
suit, shown here. Colorful, 
casual, comfortable and, 
best of all, economical. 
And to the campus girl who 
ikes parties, it means she'll 
wear a Juniorite dress from 
her collection. It'll be 






532 E. booster 
Phone 352-5165    Mon. Thru Sot. 9:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
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tears of despair 
welling 
up in the pimples 
of the sweetheart 
i never had. 
r.h. ZleGler 




made of: gum base, sugar, sorn syrup, softeners & flavor. 
Exodus to the City 
1.   Premonitions In a Small Town. 
Our spring strangled on 
old age & not w-o some 
apologies.   The bland 
Kathy CLIP & SAVE 
squish of tires turned 
to        sirens, 
color & walled end 
spit        bristling 
wait whitman, wait whitman, 
wise old loafer, 
i am filled with you 
as with sunlight on my window 
where the fly tips and taps on the screen 
and green-gold forsythia blossoms 
perfume like incense this morning 
wafting earth air holywater into my room 
drowning in clear fire 
till i become a bright balloon 
floating across steeples housetops chimneys 
with swallowinged benedictions for everyone, wait 
because 
men have just landed on the moon 
wait, the moon is never 
beautiful 
except from earth. 
it is an old stone, peppered 
with holes. 
dormant, bleak as newsprint 
with no green at all save the green 
earth emerald 
in the setting of the stars. 
wait, i am sick and lonely. 
wait, i am worried about humanity. 
we are still blowing each other apart down here 
but not quickly enough to keep from suffocating the survivors. 
from the moon you can see camden after the 
apocalypse: endless craters, airless 
fine dust filling the boots 
of astronauts 
eons from now. we will give them bathtubs 
wait, fine-blooded sears-roebucks 
and a million hula-hoops 
but no poems. 
turkey, wait, my heart 
is filled with mom's old fashioned 
gravey and cold turkey. 
tonight from the backstep 
i pissed clear to the moon. 
wrote a sad song across the sea 
of punctured hayrides for that old whore. 
did you feel my stream 
filling the swimming pools 
with steaming golden love baptising 
all the flowers as if grass could grow? 
wait, i'm scared. 
they will put a stadium up there 
complete with yardlines, goalposts 
tickets will be outrageous 
and everyone will be 
drinking coke 
you wait and see. 
wait, i feel so savage 
i want to crack the whisp of moon 
and eat it in two bites. 
often 




(or something similar) 
would break cover & surface 
like a caressed nipple. 
"more than a mouthful", 
she always said, 
"is wasted." 
Zack 
looking nov.mber day. 
winter wh.oi,   ~.i  ihlny, 
landing brilliant greon... 
giving gontlo accent 
to  lilven and browns. 
• low  toll roln. 
■ky blank gray and 
tog/mitt 
making dlitont objecli 
uncertain, 
halftone! of reality. 
-Chorlet   C.   Matl.,„n 
to truce.   Last 
night's       color       (rank 
luxuriationl)    stares    weak 
despair, guts pulled by simple 
Inertia. In      the      shrinking 
background, early-bloomed 
spirea gather arms In gesture 
of regret. I will 
go when they scream. 
II.   Invasion. 
ether-heavy heat, jumble, satellite-sized 
mountains of throw- 
away bottles, flat stares, rotting, air orange 
purple factory 
smoke,   distant blackbuildinged bluesstreet 
singer groping one 
flat-growled string,  the art of shortchange*. 
neon residue of 
terror. 
peace is only secular, 
a man stops 
me on a corner, talks 
about the weather, 
it compensates, 
temporary 
refuge for the mind's 
elipsis. 
III.   A Return. 
Rushing to 
rescue,     I     find     I 
am rescued.   Inertia 
can be motion in closed 
space; the escape 
is repose in an 
open one.   We do 
care, the city 
said,   angels, 
pins, 4c. 
— ron Johnson 
►^^^^s^tttttts^^ss: 
LE DANSE 
could it be 
there are too many 
of us 
discussing the steps 
considering 
the rythyms 
while the music 
plays 





the back stairway 
looking better 
than i had 
ever seen her 
all in blue 
lust finished 
trying to proposition 












(P.S. But I passed German.) 
THE CONCERT OF POLITICAL CONFUSION $Sa&ta£S*3k^^ 
- harald wyndham America 
love it 
or leave it 
but leave It alone 
cries 
from the people 
when the desert is all gone 
Establishment threatening 
as people get off 
and people get on 
as the bandstand is playing 
it 
the soprano is singing 
it 
while tension increases 
as a fat dog campaign 
barks a new tune 
The band now plays louder 
as the soprano goes deaf 
not sure of her singing 
she just walks away. 
American shepherds, the dogs now have shoes. 
Threw a string band promotion 
in contention by volume 
that bandstand is shaking 
America's playing 
while the soprano reads braille 
from a bible found In the trash 
The dogs form a posse 
So America's nervous 
with the bandstand singing surrender 
as the grandstand applauds 
In laughter 
Tinkerbejle &   the Tiger f»fc«. Vr Mm JMMM 
But not to the caretaker 
who now is mending 
the bandstand 
with bumperstickers 
as he watches the dogs run off 
wailing 
after being pinned with red buttons 
The caretaker is watched 
by the soprano 
who stopped fingering the bible 
to wonder what tune 








■ Wells Fargo 
MARIONETTES 
(dachau,  Pittsburgh, what's the dif- 
ference?) 
i only have these hands 
catching    a    thermal    over    your    back 
out 
a        hawk        rising 
through these hands 
i could sail away 
i won't think of my hands 
finger-tips wing-tips 
waiting for the man 
the quick lime 
and barbed 
wire 
to hold them 
just a moment 
while they melt away 
robert erman 
'Inside a grave, things are looking down." 
Photo bv Ji"> Johnton 
rhinestone 
i meet her in the big tent, 
& she wore 
white tights 
& white blouse 
& white pointed slippers. 
laughing she always was, 
w you & me & the freak- 
folk show 
& the elephants, while all the time 
she was living-sharing 
a trailer court w   the 
Leopard-Woman, 
who came from 
Baltimore, Md 
laughing she always was, 
"as if i were an octopus", 
she sd, 
which wasn't true 
because she wasn't 
"w my 8 arms pawing your chest 
like 
a seabed of lilacs." 
lady circus woman, 
laughing she always was, 
& 1 up on me, 
but threads shortened, 
& toilet water faded 
& squids drowned, 
& i tried saying, 
"squids got 12 arms", 
to make her cry, 
but 
laughing she always was 
& pleading. 
she left, got married, raised kids, 
so what she wore don't matter any 
more, 
but 
i think now again about what 
laughing she always sd. 
"close all your cages behind you." 
Peace 
By Way of Proteit | 
I was sitting on a bench in 
Central Park, reading the 
Times book review section, 
when I hear this voice piercing 
the afternoon shuffle of feet 
and ruffle of traffic. Behind 
me, in a clearing surrounded 
by people, a yound man is 
standing on a soap-box, his 
arms gesticulating wildly in 
the air.  I go to hear him. 
"They're after me, 
brothers. They're after all of 
us. You don't believe what I 
say and I can't blame you! A 
craiy young kid on a box? But 
look at me! I'm no radical. 
I'm no communist. I don't 
have long hair, i graduated 
from Canarsie High School, 
served two years overseas In 
the Navy and now I work for a 
green-grocer on 42d Street. 
I'm Just like you, except I saw 
something. You gotta tell 
other people, because they're 
coming after me. I saw it 
yesterday morning.     Just 
■ 
Photo by Robart Zloglor 
Religious holidays approach. 
Celebrate as you will, yet remember how it goes for many in this world.-' 
Give gifts you've earned, gifts you could never ever buy. 
Give love and adventure. 
Give honestly & trust. 
And, while we're on the subject, give peace a chance. 
With much love from this ol' editor, 
Zack 
making a routine delivery 
over by the river when sud- 
denly..." 
The boy stopped. I heard a 
car squeel up to us, then stop. 
A black car and four men 
Jumped out. They had 
machine guns. They began 
spraying the crowd. I threw 
myself on the ground and 
people started falling on me. 
As I lowered my head I saw 
the boy on the soap-box fall 
folded up double. Blood 
spurted through the air like 
tiny jets. The four men waited 
after they shot, tlien went 
around to those still living and 
gave them a few quick bursts. 
I was fortunate. Just as the 
four men reached my section, 
police sirens wailed .The four 
men beat it back to their car 
It was a close call. I had to 
buy a fresh paper, as mine 




of the daisies 
yesterday. 
ihc\ stand on 
ihc windowsill, 
full and \cllo\v 
laughing     . 
ai [he first 
snow. 
Charlsc I'.. Mattcson 















in your wicker room 
birds 
because you hate them 
curtains 
over worn sleeves 
IV 
beautiful chaise 
pink, for odaleSque 
I  curl 
shudder       at       grandmother 






notes in corners 
the  string 






CAROL   J,  FIERMAN 
- William Vandivier 
Karma Lesions. 
To become more human, a man must do many things. These two ancient 
exercises begin the path. 
Create all hate in your heart. Find each small pore with evil, with 
disease, with injurious beliefs. Locate each minute portion of your faults, 
your hatreds. 
Concentrate. Bring each particle through your body. Carry each 
quanta of hate and move them to your fists. 
Let your fists clench in hatred. They become tight, immobile. They 
are rocks that wound. 
Do this til your clenched fists contain all hatred. 
Now open each hand slowly, as though it were a rose bud 
blossoming in the springtime. Turn your hatred Into life. Move your 
fingers slowly. You must not hurry, for there is much hatred built up in 
each of us. Even five minutes Is much too fast to release your hatred in 
the karma-roses. 
Take time. Alter the hatreds. Become a man with two roses forJiis 
hands. 
The Second Stage In Beginning? 
You need someone you do not love. Open your palms to each other. 
Bring them closer together each minute. Again, do not hurry. Slowly, 
surely, tensely, bring your hands towards the one opposite. 
And the terror I As close as each hand moves to the other, neither of 
you must touch the other! Maintain a distance twice as long as you are 
able. 
Now touch. 
It is within you. The flows are present. Perhaps you can now begin. 
-- Bruce H. 
Pnotobr Jl» M-zss 
Pogt 8/Tht BG Naws, FrWoy, Decambtr 4, 1970 
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DO i TODaY 
Friday 
DANCE 
With the  Rail from Ml INKSTONE STAFF 
pjn. In the Mld-Am Room. Will    hold     evaluation 
Open to all students. readings for prose and poetry 
In 407 University Hall from 10 
VARSITY SOCCER 
TEAM 
May make arrangements 
for picking up their soccer 
shirts by calling 352-7280. 
RIMERS OF ELDRITCH 
Reader's theatre 
production will be presented 
at 8 p.m. in the Joe E. Brown 
Theatre. Tickets are 25 cents 
at the box office. 
Applications Available 
Student Body Secretary 
405 Stid.it S.rvic.s B.ildiig 
Application DM WfdMiday 
Jmary 5 ly 5:00 p.m. 
a.m. to S p.m. 
Saturday 
RIMERS OF ELDRITCH 
Reader's theatre 
production will be presented 
at 8 p.m. In the Joe E. Brown 
Theatre. Tickets are 25 cents 
at the box office. 
Sunday    . 
ORTHODOX CHRISTIAN 
FELLOWSHIP 
Services will be held for all 
Eastern Orthodox students 
and their friends at 10 a.m. in 
the UCF chapel. 
COLLEGIATE CHORALE 
CONCERT 
Annual Christmas Concert 
will be presented at 4 p.m. in 
the Main Auditorium, 




Will meet at 8 p.m. in the 
River Room, Union. 
Monday 
DAMSELLES 
Social Club for graduate 
wives will hold a holiday get- 
together at 8 p.m. at the 
Stadium View Apartments' 
club-house. Spirits and snacks 
will be served. 
STAPfVM Cinema Ulj 
• TrtDiU*'     Plfl/ft     SHOPPING     CINUR     flc.wl.ixi  <     Ohm 
,       .. ..   .   S.     ol   I     /•>    Oppoi.tr     HiU     footbnll   Stud.um 
C.*er*a. 
Now Showing At 
7:00 and 9:30 
Sat. & Sun. Mat. 
2:00 and 4:30 
Relax Before Finals 
Applications Available 
Student Body 
Public Relations Director 
Applications Due 
Wednesday January 6 5:00 
Europe For Christmas? 
Round Trip Air Fare only $185.00. 
New York to London, London to New York. 
December 22nd to January 4th. 
Employment opportunities available in 
Great Britain, (Summer Only).   Discounts, 





9a.m. FREE FORM; 5:30 
p.m. NEWS; 8:30 p.m. 
EVENING CONCERT: Bizet- 
-Selections from Carmen, 
Bach-Musical Offering, 
Tchaikovsky-Suite No. 3, 




9p.m. FREE FORM; 5:30 
pjn. NEWS; 7 p.m. CON- 
FRONTATION 70 with Mary 
Coffman and Mel Martin; 8 
pjn. EVENING CONCERT: 
Corelli-Concerto in D, Liszt- 
Totentanz, Sieber-Elegy for 
Vlloa, Barber-Andromache's 
FareweU; 11p.m. LUCIOUS 
SWINEHERD. 
Wednesday 
9p.m. FREE FORM; 5:30 
p.m. NEWS; 6 30 p.m. 
EVENING CONCERT-- 
Beethoven-Missa Solemnis, 
Debussy-Arabesque No. 1, 
Barber-String Quartet, 
Schumann-Symphony No. 3; 
11 p.m. SHOWGRAM A-GO- 
GO with the Imperial 
Marques. 
Thursday 
9a.m. FREE FORM; 5:30 
li in.     NEWS;     6:30 p.m. 
EVENING    CONCERT: 
Beethoven-32 Variations, 
Brahms-Tragic   Overture, 
Ravel-Piano Concerto in G, 
Franck-Sonata in A; 11p.m. 
GOOD TIME MUSIC 
PUZZLE 



























































Solution to Yesterday's Punle 












12 Army chow. 
14 Certain 
securities. 
21 St. —. 
Cornwall 
community. 
23 Fell for: si. 
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CRYPTOGRAM — By Kdward S. Lloyd 
MH     Gl'WH     CALM A     HOUR 
I LEX YIP AH    XI.YIZHF    OYFR 
Ol'CH    /I.W1I    WHEN 
SPASHEZN. 
Yesterday's cryptogram: Two vigorous young 
newspaper boys who like to work claim to be 
vanishing Americans. 
- 
This is the performance 
the whole country's 
talking about! 
"A BEAUTIFUL PERFORMANCE. THE 
CAST IS NOTHING SHORT OF PERFECT!" 
-JUDITH CRIST 
"I0YLE IS SUPERB. HE PERFORMS WITH AS 
MUCH HARSH POWER AS THE YOUNG BRANDO 
AND IS FUNNIER THAN BRANDO COULD 
EVEN HOPE TO BE!"-TIME MAGAZINE 
"AN OSCAR NOMINATION FOR PETER BOYLE!" 
-TALK OF THE TOWN 
((PITER BOYLE GIVES ONE OF THE 
MOST STUNNING SCREEN PERFORMANCES 
OF THE YEAR! "-WASHINGTON STAR 
"BOYLE'S PERFORMANCE IS AN OCCASION 
FOR CHEEMNfl!"-PHIUOElPHIA DAILY NEWS 
«*•** PETER BOYLE IS MAGNIFICENT!" 





COLOR AC ►H* 
A funny and terrifying motion pictur 
if over there was one. 
South Side 6 
Main St. at Napoleon Rd. 
All   rlasslflrd   adi    miut   be 
submitted Is persoa •! tbe BG 
NEWS office.    Proper kteo- 
tlflratlea    mail    alia    be 
presented. 
flatea: 6.40 per Use per day. X 
Unea mlnlmiun. average at I 
words per Use. 
DeadUaea:   5 p.m. two daya 
before date at pablkatloa. 
Tbe BG New. raaarvsa 0>t 
right te rdrl or reject say 
claaallled sdverllsemest 
placed. 
PrlMed errora which la tbe 
Newa' ipaUaa drier from the 
vahat al Ike edverUseasral 
will be rec tilled tree ,>l rkarge 
a reported Is penai «Itala u 
hours of publkslrta dale. 
UlST Brown frame eye- 
glasses in a blue caae Call Ann 
372-4495 
BUSINESS      O P - 
PORTUNITIES 
Idepandonts: II you don't 
want to be a itereotype 
Greek and are looking for 
brotherhoood. atop In 
at tbe TKE 
House   NOW 
Bass Player with Equipment, 
•nd Lead Singer Needed Call 
2-J658 or 2-3055 
Freddy Falcon:     Thsnx tor 
your  cheering  presence. 
Carolina and Lynn 
MEN-Don't take chances! 
Now you can get imported and 
nationally known male con- 
traceptives through the 
privacy o( the malls. Details 
free, no obligation Write 
POPSEBVE. Bos 120S-NQ, 
Chapel    Hill.    N.C.    27514 
Room Avail, for I or I at 111 
Ross Hotel. Kitchen Prlv. IMS 
pmo. Contact Manager -Ross 
Hotel 
Male   roommate   Needed; 
Valentine Apts. 352-0713 
HOMEWORKERS BADLY 
NEEDED Address envelopes 
In spare tune minimum of 114 
per 1000 Send a stamped en- 
velope for immediate Free 
details to MA1LCO. 140 Jones. 
Suite   27.   S.F    Calif.   Mm 
Alka-Seltaer. 
Alka-Seltier. 
Must  sell  used   Furniture 
Alka-Seltzei    before 15th Call 353-9K5 
Wanted to Renl I student 
needs apt. furn. for winter qtr. 
Call 352-7044 
"L"      Is      for      Love? 
"L"       Is       tor       Lose! 
And I    guess I did. 
Part tun,-help wanted Call 2- 
4743 IMMEDIATELY. EASY 
CASH 
KD Sisters: Getting Caught 
was worth it. Good Luck on 
finals and Merry Christmas 
Love,    The     Roaring     10 
For Sale-lt<3 Falcon Futura 
Convertible New tires 4 
battery, completely win- 
terised A-l Shape Call 352- 
5004 6 to 9 p.m 
2 man apt. to sublet tor winter 
a iprir.ii quarters 1100 par 
month, all utilities paid call 
3524209 after 5 
•4 Chevy-Sharp' Must see to 
believe     3 5 2-7641 
Male Roommate needed 
winter and spring qtrs Call 
Jerry S24020 
Ride Needed to Va-DC Area 
for     XMAS-Nancy     2-1434 
Wanted a ride to Toronto area 
after December Sth Phone 372- 
1237 
Ride desperately needed to 
Cleveland Airport Thursday 
Dec 10 Call Wendy 3724231 
WtllPayCosts! 
RIDERS NEEDED to north 
central  New Jersey   In  the 
vicinity   of   Newark,      Will 
Leave Thursday morning. 
Call 3524640. ask for Roger 
PUSHERS WANTED! BIG 
MONEY. NO RISK, op- 
portunity for students to top 
line Electronics Equipment- 
components. Tape Players. 
Cassette Recorders. Etc. 
Such names as Scott Sher- 
wood, Empire, Roberts, and 
many more. All currant 
Items, snd 100 percent 
guaranteed Here is s chance 
to earn BIG MONEY with no 
•investment. . snd no In- 
ventory. Buy at our Wholesale 
Prices! Send name Address. 
School, and all pertinent In- 
formation, will be sent to you. 
Alexander * Associates PO 
Bos, 23146 Columbus, Ohio 
43223 
CARI-ON, LETS HANG ON 
TO   WHAT   WE'VE   GOT! 
3 spd Columbia iboy si bike 
excellent cond. 130 call 352 
5054 after 5 
Wanted female roommate 
winter-spring quarter 
University Courts Low Rant 
MM 
The Sisters of the STAR and 
Crescent say get high for the 
Kappa Sigma Christmas 
Party 
For Sale Genuine Fur Coats. 
In great shape. Only OS Call 
354-3211 or 352-5553 
Big Sue. Happiness Is s 
Surprise like you. AX Lore 
your Little. Little Renee 
VATAN'S 194 S. Mam - 10 
percent off everything thru 
Dec. 12 Unique gifts from II M 
-up 
2 Females needed to aub-kmt 
apartment, NO month. Call 
354-7731   between   Metn-7pm 
Local Legion Hall for rant at 
City Park Call 3544275 
Christmas came early-your 
rings are sparkling Linda a 
"Mats", congrals! AX love 
your pledges 
67 Mustang Hardtop olive 
black 34V8 automatic radio 
clean 11350 Ph 353-7773 sfter 
a 
Needed One male to eab-lease 
apt HO AD utilities paid Call 
Bob 351-7150 
I'm  heady   over   Teddy. 
Dougte-it's almost too much 
to bear. Msrrletta 
Marine Corps Uniforms  for 
Sale Blues Green Fatigues 
CsU S5M7II sfter 5 
Wanted: Hip couple to share 3 
bedroom house. Married or 
Unmarried    Call    352-5*54 
PERSONALS 
RIDERS:    need   to   Boston. 
Maws. Call Paul 352-7441 
Ride need to Albany IN.Y.I or 
marabout will share exp. Call 
Sevi-2-lHO 
Come beat the car Monday a 
Tuesday. Help us to help give 
foster   Children 
Christmas 
Merrier 
Tracy-PoUtsettas an red 
Yosr eyes are blue. Better be 
good. Secret Santa's watching 
you. See you Sunday! Love. 
S.S. 
Ride Available to long Island 
leaving Thurs Dec. 10 Call 
Steve  353-0(36       Preferably 
Ski and Doc: At this time we 
would like to express oar 
spologles for our references 
But we knew you loved every 
minute of it. 
DINO-Looktng forward to our 
first Christmas together It'll 
be      great!      Love      you 
I Pam 
■62 Corvette, new ores, rebuilt 
drive-train with Hurst Shifter. 
Nice-4850 Call J5J-40K after 3 
Wanted. 3 male roommates 
for house 3 blocks from 
campus ISOmo. 
Needed I female to l 
apartment winter quarter call 
Charlotte.       352-7724 
Single room available Malta- 
spring quarters far male 
Call 3K 
~J».N-eded to Pitta. Dec 10, 
11:00       Eileen       2-MM 
To Darrow Staff: Good Luck 
on finals snd get high far 
mistletoe.   Your fans 
Take your frustrations out 
during Finals. Come to the 
Phi Delta Theta 4 Delta 
ZeU car smash 
FOR    SALE    OR    RENT 
Round Trip to Va I Washington 
DC) or near Blacksburg for 
Christmas vacation 12-11 12-12 
and return. Will Pay 2-1130 
DESPERATE! 
•66 Mustang hardtop, 2*9. 4 
barrel. "0" spd . 1 owner, No 
eccidents s good car. Phone 
552-5170 pm hours 
Need transportation around 
town? 'O Ramble-Good Body 
Reasonable Price Call M- 
M7 
New Apartment available for 
unme<hateorCTspancy-twobad 
room, assy carpeted, far- 
nished. aircondltloaed, In- 
tercom. Two or three rjarseas 
Ideal for married couple Call 
3544040 after 6 pen John Wars 
Manager 
GOOD  LUCK ON  PHInals- 
PHTS 
Ride Needed from Pbila. Pa. 
to BG. Sunday Jsn 1 CsU 
Denny        st        351-765; 
Undecided Uptight? Con- 
fused' Resolution Counseling 
Center 320 Student Services 
Bametts Antiques and Gifts 
E. Gypsy Lane * Campbell 
Mil 10 percent off to students 
or Phone 3524194 
ForSale: One single bad. Call 
3544352 
2 man wanted for rnedarn 4 
man opt, atartasg win. ajar. 
Call 371-5101 
SZAZ:   Don't do It. 
from:   Neett's sister 
Better Business Machines 
Typewriters, adders and 
calculators Sales Service and 
RaotaU W S.   Msln 362-7760 
2 responsible men need furn. I 
bdrm. apt., start 2nd qu Call 
: Jerry. 101-7111 after 4 pat. 
Female   RoommaU   needed     36440* 
DESPERATELY 
sublease 4 man s. 
qtr. Call 
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Judge says witness 
to undergo own trial 
Vie tnnmes*'        civilians       pioht HmM   rpfntino mvmn t 
THE DETROIT SKYLINE glows with the spirit of 
Christmas. This view, as seen from the Canadian side of 
the Detroit River, shows the Motor City with most of its 
A«ioclot«d Pf»l» Wi.•photo 
lights on. At left is the circular Cobo Hall complex with the 
Penobscot Building's rooftop electric tree nearby. 
Lawyer still missing 
Manson 'brother' reappears 
LOS ANGELES (API-The 
Sharon Tate murder trial has 
developed two more strange 
twists-the mysterious 
disappearance of a defense 
attorney and the sudden 
reappearance of a missing 
member of Charles Manson's 
hippie style family to 
surrender on charges in a 
separate slaying. 
The attorney, portly, 
bearded Ronald Hughes, 35, is 
the object of a sheriff's 
helicopter and ground search 
in wilderness 130 miles north 
of Los Angeles. 
A friend, Larry Dyer, said 
he believed Hughes was 
marooned there on a weekend 
outing by mudslidescaused by 
torrential rain. 
The fugitive family 
member, barefoot, bearded 
Bruce Davis, 27, made a 
dramatic street-corner 
surrender Wednesday amidst 
a crowd of newsmen and 
giggling  girl  followers  of 
Basque trial opens; 
consul's life in balance 
Manson. 
He had been sought for nine 
months on murder charges in 
the slaying of musician Gary 
Hinman. His arraignment 
was ordered yesterday. 
Asked what relation his 
surrender might have to 
Manson's trial. Davis said, 
"'He would do it for me." 
When asked to elaborate, he 
shrugged and said, "They 
want to kill bodies. They're 
putting murder charges on 
everybody." 
Later, he said without 
further explanation, that 
"some people are supposed to 
get cut loose" as a result of his 
arrest. 
Reports circulated that 
Davis would be a surprise 
witness at the Tate trial, but 
chief defense attorney Paul 
Fitzgerald said that wasn't 
planned. 
Hinman, a young Malibu 
musician, was found slain in 
July 1969 amid bloody 
scrawlings similar to those 
left at the scene of the Tate 
killings in August of that 
year. Police say Davis, 
Manson and Tate defendant 
Susan Atkins had a part in the 
Hinman killing. Another 
family member, Robert 
Beausoleil, has been convicted 
of it and sentenced to death. 
The defense  in  the Tate 
trial in its 24th week-rested its 
case Nov. 19 without calling a 
single witness. 
The next step, completion 
of jury instructions, has been 
hindered by the absence of 
Hughes, who failed to show up 
Monday after a week's recess. 
Other attorneys in the case 
continue to meet in chambers 
with the judge and discuss the 
jury instructions, but said 
they could not proceed without 
Hfighes much longer. 
If he isn't found, a mistrial 
for his client, Leslie Van 
Houten, 21, is possible, or the 
judge could name another 
attorney for her, which would 
cause an extended delay. 
FT. BENNING. Ga. (AP)- 
The military judge in the My 
Lai court martial of Lt. 
William Calley yesterday 
ordered a witness who refused 
to testify turned over to the 
federal district court for 
prosecution. 
The witness. Paul Meadlo, 
a member of Calley's platoon 
on the day on which Calley is 
accused   of   murdering   102 
Vacation hours 
for    Library, 
Bookstore 
Library 
The University Library has 
announced the schedule of 
hours for exam week and 
vacation. 
The library will close as 
usual  at  10 p.m.  tonight. 
Hours on  Saturday  will  be 
form 9 a.m. to 10 p.m., and 1 
p.m. to 12 p.m. Sunday. 
Exam week hours are as 
usual 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. The 
library will close at 5 p.m. 
Friday, December 11, and will 
remain closed for the 
weekend. 
Hours will resume Mon- 
day, December 14 from 8 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. until Christmas Eve 
when the library will close ior 
the holidays at 12 a.m. 
Bookstore 
Hours for the University 
Bookstore in the Student 
Services Building for the 
Christmas recess will be: 
Regular Hours 8-5 through 
December 11. 
Saturday December 12, 9 
a.m.-l p.m. 




Regular hours December 
21-23. 
Closed December 24-26. 
Regular hours December 
28-30. 
Closed December 31- 
January 2. 
January 4,5,6,8 am -8 p.m. 
Regular hours resume 
January 7. 
ie a se
repeatedly invoked his Fifth 
Amendment rights against 
self-incrimination even 
though he was ordered by the 
judge to answer. 
A member of Calley's 
platoon testified earlier that 
he never say Calley shoot 
anyone during the assault on 
My Lai. But he said he saw 
Calley and Meadlo talking 
beside a ditch containing 
civilians and that Meadlo then 
fired into it. 
Two members of Calley's 
platoon were granted im- 
munity from prosecution. 
Maj. Gen. Orwin C. 
Talbott, commanding officer 
at Ft. Benning, where Calley 
is being tried on charges of 
slaying 102 Vietnamese 
civilians, signed an order 
granting immunity to Allen 
Boyce, and Paul Meadlo. 
Boyce, who had refused 
earlier to discuss anything 
about My lai on the day 
('alley's platoon was in the 
village, was a willing witness 
after the immunity was 
granted. 
But after he testified and 
the prosecution called Meadlo 
to the stand, defense attorney 
Kenneth Raby argued that 
Talbott's order had no real 
standing. 
Raby sited numerous legal 
auth,»nti'*c *>"' M'vMn aw 
called to the suiui .i.,........ 
After the former private 
first class, who has publicly 
admitted killing many people 
at My tai, was sworn in, a 
recess was called and the 
outcome of whether Meadlo 
would testify was left until 
later in the day. 
On Wednesday Boyce in- 
voked the Fifth Amendment 
BURGOS, Spain | AP) - The 
government of Gen. Francisco 
Franco opened its military 
trial of 16 Basque separatists 
yesterday and thousands of 
workers walked off their jobs 
in cities across the country to 
protest the court-martial. The 
fate of a kidnaped West 
German consul also hangs in 
the balance. 
The   16   Basques   face 
charges ranging from ban- 
ditry to terrorism and mur- 
der. The prosecution is 
demanding the death sentence 
for six of them and jail terms 
totaling 752 years for all. 
West Germany's honorary 
consul in San Sebastian, 
businessman Eugene Beihl, 
was kidnaped outside his home 
Tuesday by a group claiming 
to belong to the Basque 
terrorist  organization   ETA. 
You're Lucky, Pierre 
Cardin's  here,  and   we've   got   him 
lit, 
Live of 7:00 & 9:20 




Put Them All 
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HUH JOANNE    ANTHONY 
NEWMAN WOODWARD  PfRKINS 
WUSA 
w nnai DCHOCHOC* HCMll MCCTSON J>    , smcim UlMfCV 
B<UCICMOT aomsu«o«AN MOSS &»#< »w IwMKtJlkt; IMKVtT .• 
NICHOLS 109 S. Main St. Bowling Green, Ohio 
HE MUST HAVE 
SHIRTS 
FOR CHRISTMAS 
Shirts for Christmas—tra- 
ditional as the gifting day. 
But also very necessary, 
and highly prized, if 
they're from our store. 
The reasons are primary. 
Better taper, cleaner cut, 
finer seamsmanship. Gift 
him well this year, with 
our best wishes. 
Open until 9:00 Expect Saturday ! 
fiei&tn 
Charge Accounts Welcome 
eig t ti es, refusi g eve to 
testify to being in Calley's 
platoon. 
After a closed session, with 
jury, public and press ex- 
cluded, he resumed the stand 
this morning and answered 
few of the questions he had 
rejected Wednesday. 
He admitted he was In 
Vietnam, in Calley's com- 
pany, and that he knows 
Calley and knew him on 
March 16,1968 when the My 
lai slayings occurred. 
Judge Reid W. Kennedy 
said he had studied the 
evidence and decided that 
"the claim of privilege" was 
well-taken on more sub- 
stantive questions. There was 
no elaboration. 
olsen testified to crossing a 
ditch, at the east side of the 
village where 70 of the 
slayings are said to have 
occurred and seeing S. Sgt. 
David Mitchell and two 




A meeting will be held 
tomorrow to discuss residence 
hall nl»ns 'or « clloauv on 
winter quarter. 
According to Carolyn 
Wood, assistant dean of 
students, speakers and books 
must be selected for the event, 
scheduled for the first month 
of the quarter. 
The meeting will begin at 1 
p.m. in the Forum of the 
Student Services Bldg. 
IT PILES UP 
FASTER 
WHEN YOU 
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Protects persons seeking U.S. asylum 
Defector spurs new policy 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
White House announced today 
new guidelines to insure there 
will never be a recurrence of 
"a shocking incident" of the 
Und involving a Lithuanian 
seaman who tried to defect to 
this country last week. 
Press secretary Ronald L. 
Ziegler said "under no cir- 
cumstance should the person 
seeking asylum be arbitrarily 
or summarily returned to 
foreign Jurisdiction or con- 
trol" pending determination 
of the status of the situation. 
The guidelines also say, 
Ziegler said, that " to the 
extent circumstances permit 
persons seeking asylum 
should be afforded every 
possible care and protection." 
Ziegler said the Coast 
Guard now is conducting an 
investigation, and the State 
Department also is continuing 
its study of the incident. 
President Nixon received 
reports of the incident Wed- 
nesday night from the 
departments of state and 
transportation,  Ziegler said, 
and   is   reviewing   them. 
Nixon has directed that the 
secretaries of state and 
transportation "take im- 
mediate remedial action to 
insure that there will never be 
a recurrence of a shocking 
incident of this kind," Ziegler 
said. 
In Boston, the leader of a 
Lithuanian group said the 
writings of the sailor con- 
tained the line, "It is worth 
dying for freedom." 
The sailor, Simonas 
Kudirka, 32, radio operator 
THE RIMERS OF ELDRITCH 
Tonight 
8 pm 
Joe E. Brown 
University Hall 
aboard a Soviet ship, sought 
freedom in a leap aboard the 
Coast Guard cutter Vigilant 
off Martha's Vineyard Nov. 
23. 
After about eight hours 
aboard the cutter, he was 
surrendered to the Soviets. 
Witnesses aboard the ship said 
the man was bound and beaten 
by Soviet crew members when 
he resisted returning. 
"The preliminary reports 
indicate that the procedures 
followed were inadequate and 
the action taken was 
inadequate," Ziegler said. 
President Nixon, he said, 




The University's Collegiate 
Chorale, under the direction of 
Ivan Trusler, will present its 
annual Christmas concert at 4 
p.m. Sunday, Dec. 6, in the 
main auditorium of University 
Hail. 
Also on the program will be 
the Bowling Green In- 
strumental Ensemble, a nine- 
member group which includes 
flutes, oboes, bassoons, 
English horn, triangle and 
piano. 
The ensemble and chorale 
will perform music by Bach, 
Pachelbel and Respighi, as 
well as a medley of traditional 
carols. 
The concert on Sunday is 
open to the public. Adult 
admission is $2, student $1. 
Tickets will also be available 




This is probably the biggest selection of reasonably 
priced Christmas gifts you'll find anywhere in town. 
And this is only a small sample of the suggestions 
we're offering to help you make points with your favor- 
ite guy or gal. Naturally, you can charge it, so don't 
put it off. You know you're right with the styles, the 
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7:00 p.m. to 
9:00 p.m.' 





$,     TVWX2 
VWX2 
VW24 
6,i,l   104 
OAC   160 
TVWX3.    VWX3 
Fi.nch 101, 102, 201- 
Span.  101. 102,201 
TVWX4 
•■L     VWX4 
Bruce seeks prison checks 
PARIS (AP) - The United 
States formally proposed 
yesterday opening all prisoner 
facilities in North and South 
Vietnam to visits by the Red 
Cross or other impartial ob- 
servers. 
The proposal was made by 
U.S. Ambassador David K. E. 
Bruce at the 93rd session of 
the peace talks. There was no 
immediate comment from the 
Communist side. 
Brace's proposal: "Let us 
now agree that each of us will 
permit and take the mea- 
sures necessary for the In- 
ternational Committee of the 
Red Cross or some other 
impartial observer to visit 
regularly all prisoner camps 
in North and South Vietnam. 
We could also agree that each 
of us will be guided by the 
recommendations of that 
committee on the treatment of 
prisoners." 
An American spokesman 
said that under the Brace 
proposal "all prisoner 
facilities," Including civil 
prisons, would be open to 
inspection. 
Brace also challenged the 
Vietnamese Communist 
delegates   to   prove   their 
Pre Christmas Sale 
Further Reductions 
$ave $ave Save 




30« to 50% off 
"2 price 
25% to 40% off 
Sleeveless jackets 
Sweater vests 
Cordo oy purses 
Suede purses 
some leathers 
Flannel nite shirts 




(reg S3.50 7.00) 
items up to !'j off 
Large Asst of Gift items 
up to Vi off 
Also-giftwrap & 
Christmas Cards 
Open evenings until Dec. 10th 
Powder Puff 
525 Ridge Street 
claims that prisoners were 
being treated humanely. He 
said failure to permit in- 
spection of the POW camps 
"raised grave suspicions 
about the treatment these men 
receive." 
"It is only understandable 
to conclude that you indeed 
have something to hide - that 
your claims of humanitarian 
treatment are open to the 
most serious question," Brace 
told the Viet Cong and North 
Vietnamese delegates. 
Earlier, Communist 
delegates wrote off as 
propaganda expressions of 
U.S. concern over prisoners of 
war. They charged that the 
United States is pressing the 
issue now to cover recent air 
raids and reconnaissance over 
North Vietnam, which they 
say are violations of American 
engagements. 
Bruce recalled the 
November raid on North 
Vietnam, terming it "limited- 
duration protective reaction 
air strikes against missile and 
anti-aircraft gun sites and 
related facilities." He added 
that contrary to your claims, 
no U.S. planes were shot 
down." Hanoi reported that 
five planes and a helicopter 
were lost. 
number 9 needs you 
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Supply I8 Limited! 
Great Christmas Gifts 
Prices Were Up To$30.00 
Now: $14.95 
down to $1.00 
Bee Gee Book Store 
Across From Harshmon 
Store Hours 
Mon-Thurs. 9-7, Fri 9-5:30, Sat 9-4 
Master Charge & Bank Amtricard Honored 
The BG News, FrHay, December 4, 1970/Poge H 
Would you believe? 
Falcons are one point 
favorites over Flyers 
/4«w«photo by L.D. Full».lon 
IT'S LIKE THIS ~ Head Coach Bob Conibear makes a point in 
practice as his Falcons prepare for the Dayton Flyers tomorrow 
night at Anderson Arena. Bowling Green will be going for win 
number two against a tough Flyer team. 
ByJackO'Breu 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Believe it or not, Bowling 
Green is one point favorite 
over Dayton for tomorrow's 8 
p.m. encounter in Anderson 
Arena. 
That's the predication of 
Harry DeVoM in the latest 
issue of •Basketball Weekly," 
a national basketball 
publication 
Oddly enough, DeVold 
ranks the Flyers 37th among 
the top 150 teams in the nation 
while pegging the Falcons as 
the second best team in the 
Mid-American Conference, 
holding the 49th spot, only five 
notches lower than Ohio 
University. 
Dayton under coach Don 
Donoher has appeared in six 
straight post season tour- 
naments,  the  NCAA  Cham- 
pionships five times and the 
NIT once in 1968 which the 
FFlyerswon. Overall, Dayton 
had made the NIT or NCAA 
playoffs 17 of the last 20 years 
and posted 20 or more vic- 
tories in 14 of those winters. 
Last year, the Flyers 
failed to garnish 20 wins for 
the first time under Donoher's 
guidance, settling for a 19-8 
record. 
In 1966-67. led by All- 
American Don May, now with 
the Buffalo Braves in the 
National Basketball 
Association, the Red and Blue 
advanced to the national finals 
against UCLA and dropped a 
79*4 decision to Big Lew 
Alcindor and Company. 
This campaign, the Flyers 
are led by Don's younger 
brother Ken and have perhaps 
their toughest schedule in 
history.  Included are games 
Injuries could slow Falcon 
ice charge against Bucks 
By Fred R. Ortllp 
Sports Writer 
Problems beset the 
Bowling Green icers as they 
return home after three 
straight losses on the east 
coast over Thanksgiving. The 
number one obstacle is 
namely the Ohio State 
Buckeyes who are a vastly 
improved club over last years' 
19-7-1 team. They boast of 
three of their top four scorers 
back from last season that fell 
three out of four times to BG. 
The game tonight marks 
the opening of the Mideastern 
Collegiate Hockey Association 
schedule for both teams. BG 
beat out OSU and Ohio Univ. 
last year for the league crown. 
The other problem staring 
the Falcons in the face is in- 
juries. Last year's second 
leading scorer Mike Root is a 
questionable starter. He 
suffered a dislocated shoulder 
in the New York tournament. 
Glen Shirton is still having 
problems with the bad bruise 
on his calf and he won't be up 
to par. Defenseman Russ 
Britton is definitely out with a 
bad hamstring pull. Last but 
not least, leading scorer 
Gordie McCosh, who has 20 
points thus far, has a bladder 
infection and is termed 
"questionable" by Coach Jack 
Vivian. 
How does the BG head man 
feel about this plight? 
"Maybe that's what they 
need," he commented. 
"We've had two or three men 
all year who have been 
carrying the load and we need 
more of a team effort. 
"Our next five or six games 
are all on the road," said 
Vivian, "and we're going to 
need a top-notch effort from 
everybody if we expect to do 
any good." 
The Falcons, after tonight, 
will travel back to Columbus 
with Ohio State to try the 
Buckeyes on their home ice. 
Then they're slated foi a pair 
of games each with Lake 
Superior State and Michigan 
State, both very talented 
clubs. These games will 
probably make or break the 
Falcons for the season. 
tf 
sporrs 
As for the Buckeyes, 
Vivian isn't concerned about 
tonight's contest. "If we can't 
get up for a game in front of 
3,000 of our fans, there's got to 
be something wrong. I'm 
anxious to see how we do on 
their ice." 
Ohio State is led by center 
Dave Hoyles and wingers 
Dennis Carol and Pete Bar- 
tkiewicz who are three of the 
four leading scorers of last 
year. All-league goalie Bill 
McKenzie will be back in the 
nets for Ohio. 
Under new coach Dave 
Chambers, Ohio owns a 4-3 
record to date. Surprisingly, 
they gave tough Michigan 
State a couple of battles in 
losing 4-2 and 6-1 earlier this 
season. They're a dogging - 
type team that checks closely 
according to Vivian. 
Game time tonight is 7:30 




G.     A.       PTS. 
BG swimmers head for Florida 
Assistant Coach Bill Zeeb 
will take much of the twenty 
five member swimming team 
to Fort Lauderdale, Florida, 
December  11-23  for  some 
Ticket info 
If you have an athletic 
events coupon book or 50 cents 
to spend on a general ad- 
mission ticket, you probably 
will get a seat at the home 
basketball game tomorrow 
night. However, the at- 
traction of the Falcons (1-0) 
hosting highly-ranked Dayton 
(1-0) is a reserved seat sellout. 
The half dollar student 
tickets can be bought at the 
Memorial Hall ticket office up 
to 5 p.m. today, and coupon 
stubs must simply be shown at 
the turnstiles for admittance. 
The doors will open at 5:30 
a half hour before the Falcon 
freshman squad opens its 
season against the Dayton 
frosh, already called the best 
Flyer freshman club ever 
recruited. Tip off for the 
varsity game is at 8 p.m. 
rugged vacation workouts. 
Teams such as defending 
NCAA champion, Indiana, will 
also have representatives 
there. The team will make 
the trip to prepare for the 
season which begins Jan. 9. 
The swimmers will par- 
ticipate in two one hour 
workouts per day covering 
6500 to 7500 meters. Another 
general workout for all 150 
teams present at the two week 
session will push the total 
daily workout for all swim- 
mers up to 10,000 meters. 
The Falcon squad will 
receive the benefits of lectures 
by some of the outstanding 
coaches and authorities in 
America as well excellent 
facilities with which to work 
out. An olympic-sized pool of 
50 meters will be available as 
well as one meter and three 
meter boards plus seven and 
ten meter platforms for the 
divers. 
H will be a trip that 
necessitates each Falcon to 
pay his own expenses, but the 
training, experience, 
knowledge gained by each 
swimmer will be well worth it. 
McCosh 8 12 20 
Bartley 7 4 11 
Bradbury 5 6 11 
Blyth 2 6 8 
Badour 3 4 7 
Shirton 2 5 7 
Hoogeveen 4 2 6 
Gyles 1 5 6 
Williams 2 2 4 
Wise 2 2 4 
Koniewich 0 1 3 
Snyder 1 1 2 
Murphy 1 1 2 
Britton 0 2 2 
Root 0 2 2 
Hendrix 0 2 2 
Schmidt 1 0 1 
Watson 0 1 1 
Sheehan 0 0 0 
Galaski 0 0 0 
Nawipholo by N..I Ola 
PROBLEMS FOR THE ICERS -- Head 
Coach Jack Vivian doesn't have much to 
smile about when he thinks of the injuries 
that have slowed his club. 
with UCLA, Notre Dame and 
Duke, all listed among the top 
ten in Sport Magazine's pre- 
season forcast. 
A senior All-American 
candidate, Ken has been a 
starter since his sophomore 
year. The 6-5 captain, who 
wears number 12, was the 
Flyers leading scorer, 
averaging 17 points per game 
at forward last season. 
"Coach Donoher feels that 
offensively May is one of the 
best one-on-one players ever 
to perform at the University of 
Dayton," reads the Flyer 
press booklet. 
The Red and Blue also have 
another All-American 
possibility in 6-7 center 
George Jackson, who was the 
24th leading rebounder in the 
nation last year with a 14.5 
average per contest. 
One of the Flyers' favorite 
offensive weapons last season 
was the double pivot and they 
could use it again if forced to. 
The reason is coach Donoher 
has two additional pivot men 
besides Jackson in 6-8 
sophomore John Bitter and 6- 
10 red shirted sophomore 
Steve Lawrence. 
Dayton won last year's 
meeting between the two 
teams 72-70 and lead the 
overall series 13-8. Bowling 
Green's last triumph came in 
1954 by a 107-73 score. 
Both the Flyers and 
Falcons posted opening vic- 
tories Tuesday. Dayton 
smashed Baldwin-Wallace 90- 
64 while Bowling Green 
overwhelmed 'Chicago 
State College 107-70. 
Falcon coach Bob Conibear 
will have at least one ad- 
vantage in tomorrow's battle 
in assistant coach Pat Haley 
who was an assistant tutor at 
Dayton for two years before 
being lured to Bowling Green 
(his summer. 
A former! Falcon eager, 
Haley earned three varsity 
letters as a guard during the 
1961, 1962 and 1963 season on 
teams which produced a pair 
of MAC championships and a 
50-26 record. 
Bowling Green's probable 
starting lineup will be 6-7 
senior a Jim Connally at 
center, 6-5 senior Bob Quayle, 
t-5 senior Bob Hill or 5-10 
sophomore Al Russ at guards. 
Also ready and waiting if 
the situation warrants will be 
a strong bench including 6-5 
senior Eric Hymes and 
sophomores Jeff Lessig, Tom 
Babik, Jeff Booms, Tom 
Booms, Tom Scott and Tim 
Perrine and Dalynn 
Badenhop. 
Frosh cagers to try UD 
TOTALS     39 
OPPONENTS 31  45       76 
l.door track 
To all men interested 
in track, either for the 
indoor or outdoor 
season, a meeting is 
planned for Monday, 
Jan 4 at 4 p.m. in the 
Men's Gymnasium. 
Lockers and 
equipment will not be 
issued until the con- 
clusion of the meeting. 
The first indoor meet 
will be the US Track and 
Field Federation meet, 
Jan 23. 
By Joe Bun hick 
Sports Writer 
With the varsity basketball 
team grooving their way to an 
impressive victory last 
Tuesday night, the Falcon 
freshmen cage squad will try 
to follow suit and do their 
thing Saturday night as they 
host rough and rugged Dayton 
University in a 6:00 p.m. 
battle in Anderson Arena. 
This game will precede the 
8:00 clash between the two 
varsity teams. 
Bu' in order to come out on 
top tomorrow night against 
the visiting Flyers, the Frosh 
will have to give supreme 
effort as Dayton sports 
perhaps one of the finest frosh 
squads if tiot the finest in the 
nation. 
Dayton is led by two All- 
State giants in 6'U Jim Car- 
sononella, an all-state product 
from New Jersey and John 
Van Lehma.-., a 6'9 all-state 
forward from Covington, Ken- 
tucky. Obviously, many 
rebounds will be gathered by 
these two this season. Sup- 
plying the scoring power are 
Mik. Sylverster, Dan Smith, 
all-stater from Dayton 
Dunbar, and Jack Keel.  It is 
these players here which 
comprise the finest yearling 
squad ever at Dayton and who 
will be out to spoil the Falcons' 
home opener. 
But out to foil this Flyer 
plot will be a bunch of talented 
players who may be small in 
size, but quite big when it 
comes to hustle and desire. 
As freshman coach John 
Piper puts it, "We will be at a 
height disadvantage for the 
Dayton clash, but I am hoping 
that we can give an im- 
pressive showing Saturday.  I 
feel that if we can keep 
hustling we will be right in the 
game." 
Starting for BG in the game 
Saturday will be 6'6 Brian 
Scanlan, 6'5 Bob Hotaling, 6'5 
Chuck Novak, 6'3 Jack 
Wissman, and 6'0 Jim Kindle. 
So one can see in com- 
paring the two teams that 
Dayton does have the height. 
But you know the saying that 
"Good things come in small 
packages." The frosh know 
this and will be out to prove 
this tomorrow night. 
Sports editor resigns 
Today's sports page 
is the last under News 
Sports Editor Denny 
White. 
A four-year veteran 
of the News sports staff, 
White is hanging up his 
notebook in order to 
devote more time to 
other areas of interest. 
White had served as 
sports writer and 
assistant sports editor 
prior to assuming the 
editorship last  March. 
Assistant Sports 
Editor Jack O'Breza 
will take over White's 
position when the News 
resumes publication in 
January. 
Mewiphoto by L.D. FulUrtM 
UP AND IN FOR FALCON co-captain 
Rich Walker as he lays in a two-pointer in 
practice. Walker got off to a good start 
against Chicago State by leading the 
team with 24 points. The Falcons will 
need another solid effort from Rich to 
overtake the Flyers. 
bunts V punts ■ 
ByVinManuix 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Every once in a while you hear that gripe about how TV has 
"inhibited" football, both collegiate and professional. 
For instance, the "official's timeout" in a football game, so 
the TV sponsor can run his 60 second commercial, has often 
come at a moment in the game when the offense was driving for 
a pivotal score, and momentum was crucial. 
While the tube has become a more and more snooping 
onlooker in sports, it has come across certain idiosyncrasies 
which develop for the intensity of competition, and TV people 
have no doubt been embarrassed by what their medium picks up 
on its video or audio operation. 
For example, at the Ohio State-Michigan game, the camera 
was panning along the throng in Ohio Stadium when this one guy 
held up a sign for all the millions watching on TV. 
It said, "F—Michigan." 
Quicker than you can say "F—Michigan" the Camera was 
zoomed elsewhere. 
But that has to be topped by what happened in the Detroit 
Lions-Oakland Raiders game, Thanksgiving Day. 
A Lion running back had just gotten knocked out of bounds by 
several Raider defenders. If you know how Ben Davidson and 
his bouncers play defense, they probably tried to shove the guy 
with the ball into the "nickel" seats. 
It Just so happened in making the tackle, the Raiders went 
through the Detroit bench and as the players implied and went 
back on the field, the microphones on the sidelines picked up 
somebody who came out with: "Keep it up, and you're gonna 
get yours, you C— S—!!!" 
The "super" image-conscious people of NBC watching the 
game must have gagged on their martinis. 
The pro football draft is almost two months away but Phil 
Villapiano will get a taste of "the benefits" of a pro ball sooner 
than that when he plays in the Senior Bowl in Mobile, Alabama 
on January 9. 
"It's sponsored by the pros, and they'll fly us there first 
class," said Phil. 
That's only the icing on the cake. 
"The winners will get $1500 and the loser, $1250," he added. 
That's just "a bit more" than he'll get for participating in the 
Blue-Gray game, Dec. 28, in Montgomery, Alabama. Sponsored 
by the Shriners and the NCAA, Phil will get $13 a day (one week 
of practice) and a watch. 
Now, don't think "he's gonna get all that for one day's 
work?" 
"We'll be going through two-a-day drills again for both 
games, which I'm not too crazy about." Phil said, but the 
thought of those "benefits" has him psyched. 
"These games are good for exposure because you meet pro 
coaches and players," he said. 
Phil will play defensive end in the Blue-Gray game, but he's 
in for a switch for the Senior Bowl. 
"They'll be using a four man front, so I'll be an outside 
linebacker, and that's where I want to play if I go pro," he said. 
Though he's going to Canada this weekend to check out the 
Toronto Argonauts, who have already made Phil a "healthy" 
offer, it's that NFL draft this winter that he's got his eye on. 
Once he's played in these two post season bowls, and finds out 
with whom he'll be trying to make a pro football career, Phil win 
be concerned with a couple of things, getting his degree aaWe 
all, before training camp begins next July. '.*£ 
"I want to gain a little weight, maybe, and also keep my 
speed," he said 
And also figure on doing things with all his "loot." 
PRICES GOOD TIL DEC. 24 
WHILE QUANTITY LASTS 
OPEN DAILY 9 AM to 10 PM 
Deluxe TRUECRAFT 
13 PC SOCKET SET 
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840 S  MAIN ST. BOWLING GREEN 
DAILY 9 to 10...SUNDAY 10 to 7 
TWO PAGES 
Yes, these are only two pages of a huge 
28  page   Bargain   City   Christmas   Sale. 
Hundreds   of   special   bargains   in   every 
department.   For your complete catalogue, 
up a courtesy copy at the store.    A 
number of copies are avaiable. 
"am 
